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OFFICER RESCUES
SKUNK FROM

SALAD JAR
Michigan police officer James Kellett
helped save a life - the life ofa skunk.
When a skunk wandered into the police
station with its head stuck in a salad
dressing jar, Kellett shot the jar with a
pellet gun in order to free the animal. The
jar shattered and the skunk was able to
run offjar-free.

- SEE NEWS, A2

Senate burns,~ough half of budget
42 .p ercent of yearly budget already spent
JEFFREY RILEY

cent of its working funds.

Staff Writer

This section of the budget is

Student
Government
Association senators are
starting to sweat now that the
Senate has already burned
through nearly half of its
$180,000 budget for ·the
school year.
The Senate estimates that
it has currently spent 42 per-

used primarily to fund the
allocations given to organizations seeking money.
The amount of money
that is handed out depends
on the number of organizations seeking it, and more
organizations want money at
the beginning of the semester, said Comptroller Alex

Masic.
During evefy meeting of
the Senate, Masic tells the
senators what the current
budget situation is, but how
the budget is spent is ultimately up to the senators
themselves.
"They were elected; it is
up to them to decide," Masic
said.
If the Senate does run out

of money, it will not be able
to expect any more from the
university.
"If they run out of money,
they don't get to spend any
more," Masic said.
The Senate would continue to hold meetings, but it
would not be able to approve
any more requests for
money.
Senator Brian Peterson
said the Senate will not reach
PLEASE SEE

$13.6 million allotted to the
Student Government Association from
the Activities and Service Fee.
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SENATORS ON A2 I

$180,000 appropriated for the
Senate worki~g fund for 2007-2008.

$104,400 estimated to be available
for the Senate to allocate to UCF
organizations.
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FAMILY

ONE COUPLE'S
WEDDING AT

proposed

WAL-MART

Hollinger requests
enrollment funding
CARRIE RILES
Contributing Writer

..
Ofall the places for Wal-Mart employees

.,.

I ..

Chet Eldridge and Danna Hornback to
get married, they chose work.The couple
tied the knot in the lawn and garden
section of an Ohio Wal-Mart"We met
here; he asked me out here. Why not?"
Hornback said.The ceremony was
decorated with the retailer's flowers,
shrubs and lawn chairs.

ASHLEY KOEHLER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students gather in the Library to listen to Mark Plattner,right, while he reads from Jack Kerouac's The Dharma Bums, which was part of Sigma Tau Delta's marathon reading.

Kerouac

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

PHI BETA LAMBDA
HOLDS FIRST MEETING
OF THE SEMESTER

'"

Phi Beta Lambda, or Professional
Business Leaders, will be holding its
first meeting Tuesday. The meeting
will be held from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in
the Key West Ballroom ofthe
Student Union.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

DISNEY WORKER FACES
.FELONY CHARGES IN
ONLINE SEX STING
I

~

AWalt Disney World worker faces
felony charges after making plans to
have sex with a minor he met online.
That minor turned out to be a Lake
County Sheriff's Office detective posing
as a 14-year-otd girl. Police say Michael
T. Bott confessed to the charge.

NATION & WORLD, A4

FOUR PEOPLE KILLED,
TWO MISSING AFTER
TYPHOON HITS TAIWAN
Atyphoon lashed Taiwan Saturday
with intense winds and rains, killing
four people and cutting power to
thousands of homes. But the storm
weakened as it moved Sunday
toward mainland China.
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AMANDA HAMILTON
Staff Writer

In a small corner of the Library
lobby Thursday, students lounged in
chairs and lay on sofas to listen to
members of Sigma Tau Delta, the English honor society, read Jack Kerouac's
The Dharma Bums from beginning to
end
·
The event was part of Kerouac in
Florida, the two-month celebration of
the.SOth anniversary of the publishing
of Kerouac's On the Road.
"It's been one of those events where
everybody's been like, 'what's going to
happen? Is a group going to form?' We
don't really know," said Sigma Tau
Delta President Kristen Welch, a 21year-old senior cinema studies major.
"It's been interesting watching people
walk by and kind of being like 'what's
going on over there?'"
Membtf.s of the group be~ reading the ~page book, which Kerouac
wr<,>te in Oflahdo, at 9 a.m., and continued 1¥1til 6 p.m. The group only

Sigma Tau Delta hosts
marathon book reading of
The Dharma Binns

stopped once, for 40 minutes, when no
members were available because of
classes.
Although two members were
always on hand to read, most staying
about an hour, nonmembers were also
invited to read
"If anyone

stops and listens, we want them to get
involved as well," Welch said.
Forrest Lehmkuhler, a 19-year-old
sophomore journalism major, was one
of the nonmembers who stopped to listen, and ended up reading a few pages
himself.
"When I
saw that
the
Library
was
having
this

With tuition increases
and cuts in state funding to
the College of Medicine
looming in the light of a stagnant Florida economy, UCF
officials argued Thursday
that increases should go to
benefit students and that
cuts should not be too deep.
The debate about possible tuition increases continued at the Taxation and Budget Reform Commission
public hearing. The hearing
was_ held at the Orange
County Commission Chamber of the County Administrative Center in downtown
Orlando.
Student Body President
Brandie Hollinger attended
the public hearing that gave
citizens an opportunity to
voice their concerns and
provide input on taxation
and other budget issues to
the commission.
The commission is able to
submit suggestions to state
legislators and to propose
changes in Florida's tax code
on the November 2008 ballot.
Hollinger presented a
four-point proposal to the
commission that outlined
how the planned 5-percent
tuition increase should be
used properly.
"The projected forecast
for the future is neither
bright nor sunny," Hollinger
said.
Hollinger began her proposal by asking that the
money from tuition increases be used in a way that
PLEASE SEE

STUDENT ON AS

Florida considers vaccinations·after student deaths
STEVE MULLIS
Contributing Writer

a

§The death of University of South Florida student
from a deadly disease two
weeks ago has lawmakers
questioning whether to make
vaccinations a requirement
at Florida universities.
Rachel Futterman, a 19year-old sophomore at USF,
died Sept. 24 of bacterial
meningitis after showing the
frrstsymptomsofillnessfour
days earlier.
Rhett Davis, a 20-year-old

UCF student, also died of the
infection in November 2006
after being ill for only one
day.
Florida's Board of Governors, which oversees Florida's 11 public universities,
met on Sept. 27 to discuss the
current
law
governing
meningitis vaccinations.
According
to
Bill
Edmonds, director of communications for the board,
the board asked the student
health directors at public
universities to work with the
Centers for Disease Control

and other public health agencies to come up with a strategy to minimize the risk to
students.
The board is scheduled to
meet on Dec. 5 and 6 at UCF
to discuss the issue and vote
on a possible solution.
"The tragic death of University of South Florida
sophomore Rachel Futterman was a wake-up call to all
of us involved in higher education," EdIDonds said. "[The
board] will hear the recomPLEASE SEE

INFECTION ON A3

Meningitis is an inflammation of the meninges, the membranes
that cover the brain and spinal cord. It is usually caused by bacteria or viruses, but it can also be caused by certain medications or
illnesses.
Bacterial meningitis is rare, but is usually serious and can be
life-threatening if it's not treated right away. Viral meningitis
- also called aseptic meningitis - is relatively common and far
. less serious. It often remains undiagnosed because its symptoms
can be similar to those of the common flu.
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Phi Beta Lambda has 1st meeting
Phi Beta Lambda, Professional Business Leaders, will be
holding its first meeting Tuesday.
The meeting will be held
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Key
West Ballroom of the Student
Union. For more information,
contact
Jeffreyburstein2007@hotmail.c
om.

---

you may have missed

Disney worker arrested in online
sex stmg, faces felony charges
ORLANDO - A Walt Disney World worker faces felony
charges after making plans to
have sex with a minor he met
online. That minor turned out
to be a Lake County Sheriff's
Office detective posing as a 14year-old girl.
Authorities say Michael T.
Bott Junior repeatedly told his
chatting buddy that what they
were planning was "technically
rape."
Police say Bott confessed to
the charge when confronted.
He is being held at the Lake
County Jail on $20,000 bond

Lauderhill police officer dead
after self-inflicted gunshot
LAUDERHILL - Police say
a Lauderhill man who shot a
security guard while robbing a
bank died from a self-inflicted
gunshot.
Richard Mitchell was found
dead by police in an apartment
complex shortly after the shooting at the BankAtlantic branch.
Police say Mitchell shot the
bank guard twice in the chest
then fled.
Authorities believe he also
opened fire on officers who
chased him to the apartment ·
complex, although no one was
hit. Officers are not believed to
have shot back
The guard is being treated at
a hospit~. His condition was
not available.
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The psychology department finally has a place to call home after dasses opened this semester in the new building.
Labs should be open by the end of the month. The building's dinic will offer free services until January 2008.
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CLINIC INFO'RMATION
THE CURRENT HOURS OF OPERATION ARE:

. . ....

Monday- Friday: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Patients are evaluated before admission into the Psychology Clinic. Staff are
Ph.D. students overseen by psychology faculty.
UCF's Community Counseling
Clinic is also free and sees between
1,200 and 1,600 people from the Orlando area each year.
If, at the end of the semester, both
the patient and the therapist feel that
further help is needed, the patient will
come back the next semester, said
Bryce Hagedorn, the clinic's director.
He said that, like the Psychology Clinic, the Community Counseling Clinic
will see a patient for as long as needed
and will take students referred from
the Counseling Center who require

additional sessions.
Beidel said the clinic treats children,
adolescents and adults. It offers services, such as testing for Attention
Deficit Disorder, and both individual
and group therapy.
1
All people in need of therapy; from
those suffering from anxiety, depression or substance abuse, to those having difficulty with interpersonal relationships or anger management, are
encouraged to seek help at the Psychology Clinic.
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·senators wait for 'off~season' "1ucF

Sex offender arrested, accused of
running off with Florida girl

~

•.

Al

part structure.
.
Initially; SGA, as a whole, is grantthat extreme as long as it pays careful ed a sum of money from the Activities
attention to its spending until the "off- and Service Fee. This year, that sum
season" months near the end of the was $13.6 million.
semester, when students are leaving
Immediately, large chunks of that
campus to go home and classes are . money go to fund the Student Union
ending.
·
. and the Recreation and Wellness Cen"If we continue spending money ter.
the way we are spending it, [the budg-1
From there, the Senate receives a
et] is in danger ... " Peterson said. "The portion of that money. At the beginSenate is just starting now, and it does ning of the semester, the amount was
slowdown."
about $527,000.
The off-season lends the budget
The ASF goes one step further, sectime to rest, and gives senators a tioning off that money into four allot-.
chance to plan for the upcoming .. ments. These sections are labeled as
semester. When students return in Jan- "office supplies," "registration and
uary, spending increases again, much travel,"· "speakers" and the "Senate
as it does in the beginning of the fall.
working fund."
Senator Will Lusk said he wasn't
If at any point in time the Senate
worried about the numbers.
feels that one section of the budget is
"Some senators are concerned underfunded, it can transfer funds
about the Senate working fund," Lusk from one of the other three sections.
said. "We just need to keep spending
· While 42 percent of the working
wisely and not recklessly."
fund has been used up, Masic said that
The budget for Senate is a four- the number only represents the
FROM

v

Editor-in-Chief
Melissa Heyboer x213

The new UCF Psychology Clinic
has become a populat tool for the
Orlando community and the psychology department. The clinic provides
patients with free therapy while simultaneously training students.
The clinic will provide its services
free until January 2008. Deborah Beidel, the director of UCF's clinical psychology doctoral program, said that
the clinic will begin using a sliding fee, ·
depending upon a patient's income.
The clinic, located in Room 120 of
the Psychology Building, has been popular since its opening on Aug. '2:7.
"Since it opened, we've seen over 50
different people for services of some
kind," Beidel said, "some for basic
assessment like children in need of
some testing or adults seeking services
or therapy."
While the clinic is open to anyone,
Beidel said she encourages UCF students to use the Connseling Center
because it is free for them. The clinic
will, however, see students who
require long-term therapy, which the
Counseling Center cannot provide.
The clinic's therapists are UCF doctoral students training in providing
therapy. Beidel and other members of
the faculty, all of whom are licensed
clinical psychologists, supervise the
students with a state-of-the-art surveillance system.
''.All sessions are recorded digitally
and shared with a supervisor," Beidel
said. "I can actµally do live supervision, as well. I can sit here at my desk
in my office and see and hear what's .
going on in a clinic room."
. . Beidel said that the recordings are
reviewed with a supervisor on a weekly basis.
Patients are evaluated before admission in order to determine if the clinic
can best suit their needs.
Sharon Hayes, a clinical psychology
doctoral student and the clinic's coordinator, conducts the evaluations.
Hayes said that whether the clinic
can best serve a patient depends on the
individual case. The only cases she
cannot take are those involving ongoing legal proceedings because of time
concerns.
Before the clinic opened, doctoral
students were trained at the Community Counseling Center on campus.
Beidel said it was difficult for faculty to
supervise the students because it was
in a different building.
"Having our own clinic allows us to
set the rules, to decide who's going to
be seen and allows us to offer many
more services," Beidel said.

Keep local with headlines

•
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AMANDA WELCH
ContributingWriter
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The Central Florida Future is the independent studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Rorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columniSt and not nec~rily those of the editorial staff
or the University administration. All content is property of
the Central Florida future and may not be reprinted in part
or in whole without penniss/on from the publisher.

Clinic offered free
through January

Career Services will be
sponsoring UCF's Graduate
Law and Professional Schools
Fair Wednesday from 10 a.m. to
2p.m.
The Fair will be held.in the
Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom and will feature representatives from over 60 Colleges
and Universities from around
the country. For more information,
contact
careers@mail.ucf.edu.

LOCAL ON A4

•
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Graduate Fair begins Wednesday

PLEASE SEE

•
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Campus Activities Board
Comedy and Variety Committee will be holding Open Mic
Knight Tuesday at Wackadoos.
The event runs from'7 p.m. to 10
p.m. and is for anyone to participate in and showcase their talents. For more information,
contact
cabfunny@mail.uc£edu.

~ -

•

The Student Newspaper at UCFsince 1968

CAB hosts Open Mic Knight

ORLANDO - A sex offender accused of running off with a
15-year-old Florida girl has been
arrested, police said Saturday.
The girl was released at a WalMart store this week
William Joe Mitchell, 46, was
arrested by Virginia State Police
at a gas station in Winchester,
Va., according to the PolkCounty Sheriff's Office in Central
Florida.
Mitchell is wanted in Alabama on allegations including
rape and kidnapping and Florida officials accuse him of enticing a child via the Internet, violating his probation and other
allegations.
He is being held without
bond at Northwestern Regional
Adult Detention Center in Winchester, Va.
State police were notified
that the U.S. Marshals Service
had tracked Mitchell to a truck
stop on Interstate 81, near the
West Virginia border. Four state
troopers surrounded Mitchell
and took him into custody without incident around 11:30 a.m.
Mitchell was arrested at the
Flying J Truck Stop. He was
standing alongside a 2000 black
Chevrolet Lumina that detectives believed he had been driving throughout the investiga- ·

•

known funds the Senate has now. The
amount is likely to change as the
semester continues, he said.
"You will never know an exact
number until the fiscal year is over,"
Masic said. "These are just estimates
and projections."
This is-because it is impossible to
account for unused money that the
Senate will recover. For example, if an
organization is granted $2,000, and it
only spends $1,500 of that allotment,
the remaining money is returned to
the budget and can be reused.
Any money left at the end of the
term is returned to the large, original
SGA budget and is redistributed at the
beginning of the next fall semester.
Senator Thomaz Marcondes said
he feels that as long as the money is
spent wisely, the Senate will pull
through the year.
"If we run out of money; we run out
of doing good things," Marcondes
said. "Every penny we spend here, we
do good things with."
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One free copy of the Central Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft isa crime.
Violators may be subjeet to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University discipline.
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.LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-rriau to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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LOCAL WEATHER
Today
CHANCE
SHOWERS

High:90°
Low:73°

•

TODAY IN DETAIL

Tuesday

Today: Partly cloudy with a 20 percent chance of showers. East northeast wind between 5 and 15 mph,
with gusts as high as 20 mph.
Tonight: Mostly clear. East northeast
wind between 5and15 mph.

CHANCE T-STORMS

High:88°
Low:72°

•

Wednesday

High:90°
CHANCE T-STORMS Low:72°

•
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Hitt receives an Encore
Theater honors UCF's contributions
KELDA SENIOR

•

..
•
• 'Ii

,
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Contributing Writer

UCF President John Hitt
received the first ''Evening for
Encores" award Thursday
night at the Orlando Repertory Theatre in recognition of
the partnership he established
between UCF and the theater.
"I thank Dr. Hitt for being a
fantastic partner of the Orlando Repertory Theatre,'' said
Jeffery Revels, associate artistic director and education
director for the theater also
known as the "Rep.'' "I also
thank him for providing solid
guidance at the Rep by allowing UCF faculty and staff to
apply their knowledge and
spend their time to ensure our
artistic and financial success."
Each year, the Evening for
Encores award will recognize
someone who has provided
financial support and shown
special interest in the theater
and its purpose to provide
quality entertainment for children and families.
"The Rep saw Dr. John Hitt
as the obvious choice to
honor at the inaugural
Evening for Encores," said
Elizabethe Tidwell, marketing
manager for the theater. "He
saved this theater from going
under."
In 2004, UCF began the
Theatre for Young Audiences
track within the Master of
Fine Arts in Theatre program.
The track started with six
graduate students.
Today, about 18 graduate
students participate in the
program. They spend about

Bush Theatre.
· Hitt and ·his wife, Martha,
20 hours a week at the Rep sat in the front row.
Paul Lartonoi.x, 'executive
working on set and costume
design and writing and direct- director of the Rep, said that
the seats Hitt and his wife
ing productions.
On behalf of the Rep, UCF were sitting in will be dedicatgraduate students also visit ed to them.
Over the past seven years,
Great Oaks Village, Orange
County's foster care facility, to the Rep has continued to prohelp create art exhibits that . vide professional theater for
young audiences. The theater
are later shown at the Rep.
"The Theatre for Young offers a main stage season,
Audiences program is consid- classes, camps, and outreach
ered to be one of the best in and·performance opportunithe nation because of its · ties.
Each year, the theater prounique combination of classduces
eight plc:i.ys or musicals
room instruction and practical application in a real the- for children.
Lartonoix said that the
ater environment," Hitt said
Some UCF faculty mem- partnership with UCF has
bers also contribute to the brought ''new life and energy"
Rep by directing plays or to the Rep, along with an
attendance increase of 39,000
teaching acting classes.
Hitt expressed his grati- since2003.
Theater officials
are
tude for being honored by the
expecting more than 100,000
Rep.
"I accept this award with attendees before the end of
"heartfelt and sincere appreci- the year.
Hitt said that the partneration," Hitt said.
Benefit guests, including ship between UCF and the
Sonja Nicholson, a longtime Rep will promote appreciafinancial supporter of UCF, tion of the arts in the commuand Student Body President nity.
"The partnership that UCF
Brandie Hollinger, arrived
and the Rep share is just that
early for dinner and drinks.
The smell of pasta and gar- kind of successful academic
lic bread saturated the lobby program that adds value to
of the theater. A pianist played our lives and our community,"
classical music while guests Hitt said. 'We all reap the benmingled with one another and efits from this collaboration,
theater officials scurried to which results in high-quality
professional theater for stucomplete last-minute details.
Hitt, dressed in a black suit dents, families and communiand gold tie, stood to one side ty members.
"I am very proud to say
of the room talking with
that together, UCF and the
guests before the event.
A scene from The Emper- Orlando Repertory Theatre
or's New Clothes opened the are enriching the quality of art
presentation in the Edyth and life in Central Florida."
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ALL RENTALS INaUDE: INTERNET, STANDARD CABLE,
WATER, SEWER, GARBAGE, AND PEST CONTROL
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LAUNDRY FACILITIES
WASHER AND DRYER IN SELECT UNITS
LARGE PETS ACCEPTED
HUGE WALK IN CLOSET
EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE
24 HOUR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE

CONTACTVANESSA AND GINA TODAY
FOR MORE EXCITING DETAILS ...

Phone: 407.282.7333
Fax: 407 .282.5188

Graduate and

Professional
Schools Fair
Planning to study beyond your
Bachelor's degree?
Network and meet with
representatives from
graduate and professional
schools in Florida and abroad.

Al

mendation from the student
health directors and consider strengthening requirements for vaccinations so
that all students at UCF and
the 10 other institutions of
the state university system
are less vulnerable to this
devastating disease."
Bacterial meningitis is a
, contagious
disease that
causes an infection and
inflammation of the membranes covering the spinal
cord and brain, which can
lead to death.
According to UCF Student Health Services, however, students need not be
concerned.
Dr. Michael Deichen,
associate clinical director
for Health Services, said
that studies have shown the
prevalence of the disease on
" college campuses to be
about 1 in 100,000.
"If you were to vaccinate
all college students, you'd
'" have to vaccinate 100,000
students to prevent one
case," Deichen said. "It's a
horrendous disease, however, and students do need to
be apprised of the risk in
order to make the decision
to get vaccinated."
The cost of the vaccine at
the UCF Health Center is
$103. In the_past week, the
Health Center has given 11
vaccinations and a total of
71 for the semester.
Deichen said that the
vaccine does not guarantee
protection from all strains
,, of meningitis.
"It reduces your risk, no
doubt, but there's no
absolute protection from
the disease," Deichen said.
•
The current Florida
statute states that all students enrolled in a postsecondary institution who
reside in student housing
must show documentation
of vaccination against
m eningococcal meningitis.
Students age 18 or older
must sign a waiver if they
choose not to get vaccinated . These forms are kept on
file by the office of Housing
and Residence Life.
"For each of the 6,000
students that live on campus, we have a folder created that has their hepatitis
\,
and m eningitis form or
waiver along with their contract," said Meredith Varner,
assistant director of Housing and Residence Life. 'We
have to have a form on file
for ru:;i.yone living on campus
\. before they can l>egister."

•
•
•
•
•
•

Come In Today & Register to WIN a BRAND NEW SCOOTER!

Infection rare among students
FROM

UCF SHUTTLE
FITNESS ROOM
TENNIS COURTS ,
SWIMMING POOLS
BASKETBALL COURTS
BILLIARD ROOM W/
WIRELESS COFFEE LOUNGE

If the doctor suspects meningitis, he will order laboratory tests to help make the
diagnosis. The tests will likely include a spinal tap to collect a sample ofspinal fluid.
This test will show any signs of inflammation and whether a virus or bacteria is
causing the infection.
Achild who has viral meningitis may be hospitalized, although some children are
allowed to recover at home if they are not too ill. Treatment, including rest, fluids and
over-the-counter pain medication is given to relieve symptoms.
If bacterial meningitis is diagnosed - or even suspected - doctors will start
intravenous antibiotics as soon as possible. Fluids may be given to replace those lost
to fever, sweating, vomiting and poor appetite, and corticosteroids may help reduce
inflammation of the meninges, depending on the cause of the disease.

Complications of bacterial meningitis can require additional treatment. For
example, anticonvulsants might be given for seizures. If a child develops shock or
low blood pressure, additional IV fluids and certain medications may be given to
increase blood pressure. Some children may need supplemental oxygen or
mechanical ventilation if they have difficulty breathing.
Some patients who have had meningitis may require longer follow-up. One of the
most common problems resulting from bacterial meningitis is impaired hearing, and
children who have had bacterial meningitis should have a hearing test following
their recovery.

Wednesday

October l 01 20

The complications of bacterial meningitis can be severe and include neurological
problems such as hearing loss, visual impairment, seizures and learning disabilities.
The heart, kidneys and adrenal glands also may be affected. Although some children
develop long-lasting neurological problems, most who receive prompt diagnosis and
treatment recover fully.
Varner said that the
information is not public
but that students should
communicate with their
roommates if they have
concerns about the disease
and ask whether their
roommates are vaccinated.
"They should talk with
each other and communicate about it in case someone might be at risk or have
any ris)< factors," Varner
said. "I think just being
proactive and communicating is the best thing they can
do."
Students should also be
wary of sharing drinks or
straws and should keep
their hands clean, Deichen
said.
Simple habits like washing b efore and after me als
or after using the restroom
can reduce the risk of infectious disease.
Deichen also said that
what should conce rn students are health issues that
are more common and pose
a greater risk, such as
influenza, STDs and depression.
"Influenza afflicts us
every ye ar, and pandemics
can occur every 30 ye ars,''
said.
"Hand
De ichen
hygien e plays an important
role in preventing the
spread
of
meningitis,
influenza and most respiratory illnesse s. Students
should keep\r the ir hands

.

lOam ~ 2pm

Student Unionl Pegasus Bal

clean and always wash them
after they use the restroom
and before they eat."
For more information on
bacterial meningitis or other
health concerns, contact Student Health Services at 407823-2701.

Of1eclo Recrca1ton • Parka

Oktoberfest 2007
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at the Oviedo Cymnul11m & A.quade Facility, 1'8 Oviedo Boulet1ard,
for our 2nd AnnuaJ Authentic Ok:toberlead

Our famll)lofrlendly Oktobe.rl\e1t wt.II 1erve the best bnu, potato ulad,
11tru.delt beer - d morel!

Puldna at the Gymnaalum & Aquatic Facility b $5 per wiliJcle. Food and bever.qe prlce.t YIU')'• C..h only please. '

EnU!rtalnment will Include mu.tic by Jess N' Joan - d Earopa. u well u a p•rade
at 5180 p.m.. and an AWESOME. fireworks dbplay at 9'15 p.m.

For more lnfbnnatlon pleue call the GymnuJum &. Aquadc Facility at 407-971-556.5
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who make oar Oktobetfeat poulble1
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Keep current with headlines from around the globe
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tion. Personal belongings of
the girl were visible inside the
vehicle, officials said in a
statement.
Mitchell was being served
federal and state warrants,
none from Virginia, said
Geller, who had no further
details. She did not know
· whether he had a lawyer.
The
15-year-old
girl
spurred a statewide manhnnt
when she sneaked out of her
house before dawn on Monday. She told friends she was
running away for love, to be
with a boy she met online.
She believed Mitchell was in
his early 20s.
The Associated Press is
· not naming the girl because
she is a suspected s'e xual
abuse victim.
·
Police believe heavy publicity in the hours after the girl
disappeared pressured him
into dropping her off at a WalMart in the Florida Panhandle.
The girl told authorities
Mitchell had a handgun and
said he would kill her if she
drew attention to herself in
the store. He told her he was
going to another part of the
store and would meet her in
. five minutes, then disappeared, authorities said.
Mitchell had 14 prior
arrests ranging from burglary
and bomb threats to lewd and
lascivious conduct, police
·said
The girl ran away the day a
new Florida law took effect
. making the state's sex preda. tor penalties some of the
toughest in the nation.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Athletic Department gifts may
be more than academics
As the country's biggest
athletics departments have
sought ways to pay for multimillion-dollar facility expansions, coaches' salaries and
other rising costs, their fundraising operations have experienced enormous growth.
But contributions to sports
programs are eating up an
ever-larger share of donations
to
colleges,
Chronicle
research suggests.
The country's largest athletics departments and booster clubs raised more than $1.2
billion in 2006-2007, a Chronicle survey has found, with
some programs more than
tripling their annual gifts in
the past decade.
Growth in new facilities
has fueled much of the
increase. Between 2002 and
2007, ·colleges in the nation's
six premier athletics conferences raised more than $3.9
billion for capital expenditures alone.
.
Over the next few years,
big-time athletics programs
hope to raise an additional
$2.5 billion for new buildings,
the survey found. ·
And many programs are
expanding their fund-raising
staffs to solicit big gifts. But
the sports fund-raising success has come at a cost: While
donations to the country's 119
largest athletics departments
have risen significantly in
recent years, overall giving to
those colleges has stayed relatively flat, according to ·an
article in the April issue ofthe
journal of Sport Management, which analyzed fundraising figures reported by
colleges to the Council for
Aid to Education.
Among the surveyed institutions, athletics departments
brought in an increasing
share of the colleges' overall
donations.
In 1998, athletics gifts
accounted for 14.7 percent of
all contributions. By 2003,
sports donations had reached
26percent.
"The more ·the athletic
program gets, the less there is
to support the academic programs," said Dennis R.
Howard, a professor of business at the University of Oregon and co-author of the journal article.
·
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People gather around au shed cars damaged by fallen electric poles and large debris
caused by Typhoon Krosa Saturday in Taipei, Taiwan. Four people have been killed.

Typhoon hits Taiwan, four people killed, two missing

Darfur town under control of
Sudanese razed Sunday

TAIPEI, Taiwan - A
typhoon lashed Taiwan Saturday with intense winds
and rains, killing four people
and cutting power to thousands of homes. But the
storm weakened as it moved
Sunday toward ·mainland
China Two people were still
missing in Taiwan, the Disaster Relief Center said
Typhoon Krosa was forecast to strike China's southern Zhejiang and northern
Fujian provinces late Sunday, China's national flood
control office said in a notice.
on its Web site.
On Sunday morning, the
typhoon was centered at sea
about 80 miles northwest of
Keelung on the northern tip
of Taiwan. It weakened to a
tropical storm with sustained winds of 66 mph,
down from 114 mph, the
Central Weather Bureau
said.
Two men were killed in a
Taipei suburb Saturday
when their house was
buried by a landslide, the
Disaster Relief Center said.
Another man died after
falling from his balcony during the storm in northern
Hsinchu, and a woman was
electrocuted after falling
from her motorcycle in
Tainan. Two men were missing, including one who was
buried in debris after a hostel was hit by a landslide in
Hsinchu. At its peak, Krosa
caused a massive power cut
blacking out some 2 million
homes in Taiwan. But electricity has since been
restored

KHARTOUM, Sudan A Darfur town under the
control of Sudanese troops
has been razed, the U.N. said
Sunday. The destruction of
the town was in apparent
retaliation for a suspected
rebel attack on a nearby
African Union peacekeeping base.
The town of Haskanita
"which is currently under
the control of the government, . was
completely
burned down, except for a
few buildings," the U.N. mission to Sudan said in a statement.
The U.N. did not say who
set fire to the town but said
Sudanese
government
forces took control of the
area last week after suspected Darfur rebels attacked
the nearby AU base a week
ago, killing 10 peacekeepers.
U.N. officials said the
burning began Wednesday,
but observers were unable
to obtain firsthand con!rrmation until Sunday.
"The market area had
been looted," the U.N. statement said. It said most civilians fled after the Sept. 29
attack on the base, but a few
returned to search for food
and water.
A U.N. official who had
just inspected the North
Darfur town said Sunday
more than 15,000 civilians
were fleeing the area.
The official, who spoke
on condition of anonymity
because of the sensitivity of
the issue, said the town was
destroyed ·by the Sudanese
army and its allied janjaweed militias of nomad
Arabs.

la!JY Craig selected into Idaho
hall of fame despite arrest
BOISE, Idaho - Sen.
Larry Craig has been chosen
for induction into the Idaho
Hall of Fame, despite his
well-publicized arrest and
guilty plea in an airport sex
sting, officials said.
The nonprofit Idaho Hall
of Fame Association picked
Craig in March, months
before he pleaded guilty to
disorderly conduct after a
Minneapolis airport police
officer accused him of soliciting sex in the men's restroom, the organization's
board chairman said
"Larry Craig has made a
great contribution to Idaho
over the period of 20-some
years. At the time it was considered, this other matter
had not come up," Harry
Magnuson
told
The
Spokesman-Review newspaper Saturday.
But some Republicans
said the honor is inappropriate now. Kootenai County
Republican precinct committeeman Phil Thompson
said Idaho Hall of Fame officials should consider at least
postponing the induction.
Craig vowed Thursday to
serve out the last 15 months
of his term, despite a court
ruling that left intact his
guilty plea in the sex sting
operation
Several people are scheduled to be inducted during
the Oct. 13 ceremony along-:
side Craig, including Gov.
Butch Otter, Lt. Gov. Jim
Risch, Boise State University
football
coach
Chris
Petersen and John Grossenbacher, director of the Idaho
National Laboratory nuclear
and energy research center.
About lQO people have
been inducted into the hall
since 1995, including the late
Nez Perce Tribe leader
Chief Joseph, Coeur d'.Alene
writer and historian Louise
Shadduck, World War II
fighter ace Gregory "Pappy"
Boyington and newspaper
and hospitality magnate
Duane Hag~done~

Sebestyen Gorka, Institute for Transitional
Democracy and International Security,
Budapest, Hungary
Brian Jenkins, Rand Corporation
Rachel Monaghan, University of Ulster
Magnus Ranstorp, Center for Asymmetric
Threat Studies, Swedish National Defense
College
Facilitated by Stephen Sloan,
UCF Terrorism Studies Program

Date~

Thursday, October 11, 2007
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Location: Fainvinds Alumni Center
Grand Ballroom

· University of

·central

(across from UCF Arena)

Florida

This forum is free and open to the public.

For more infonnation, please contact the Global Perspectives Office
407-823·0935 or global@mail.ucf.edu
www.ucfglobalperspectives.org
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Plane crashes in empty Syrian
field, 3-member crew killed
DAMASCUS, Syria - A
small plane crashed in an
empty field south of Damascus on Sunday, killing the
three-member crew on
board, Syria's state-run news
agency and witnesses said
Syria's official news
agency SANA said the plane,
a Navajo, belonged to the
state-run Public Institution
for ·Topography and had
been on a training flight
when it crashed because of
technical failure. It said the
plane's three crew members
were killed.
Earlier Sunday, the witnesses said the small plane
appeared to be a military aircraft on a training exercise
when it crashed in an empty
field in Moaddamiyeh, a
mostly residential district
nine miles south of the Syrian capital. The witnesses
spoke on condition of
anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the subject.
The
discrepancy
between the two reports
could not immediately be
explained. SANA said a
committee to investigate the
crash had been formed.
Syria has been jittery
since a Sept. 6 Israeli air raid
northeast of the country
near the Turkish border. Syrian President Bashar Assad
said late last week that the
raid struck an unused military building. Israel has not
said what the target was.
The incident - fueled by
the official silence from both
Syria and Israel - has
sparked furious and conflicting reports in the foreign
press, claiming that Israel
attacked an arms shipment
to Hezbollah guerrillas in
Lebanon or a nuclear installation built with North Korean help, or that the mission
was an attempt to gauge
Syria's air defenses.
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Asbury Seminary degree programs are designed to equip you for your
life and career. We offer a variety of professional master degrees, such as
Christian ministries, counseling, past oral counseling and master of divinity.

..

Registration for our October 19-20 Preview Weekend is going on now.
Spend a weekend with us and see if Asbury is right for you!
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·Education minor makes Impact
AMANDA BASS
Contributing Writer

The new educational
' studies minor at UCF aims
to make students more marketable in any field.
Scott Wise, a program
coordinator for the minor
that was approved this year,
said the program is useful to
a variety of students, even
those who don't want to
become teachers.
"The educational studies
, minor is designed to
enhance the academic and
career plans for students,"
Wise said.
The name of the program, coined by marketing
1 majors, is "Impact."
The tagline is "Teach
your passion" and that
applies in the boardroom as
well as the classroom.
"Everyone will need to
teach or train others at some
point in their life, and the
..., educational studies minor
prepares you to teach effectively," said Alyssa Bridge, a
marketing director for
and a sophomore
• Impact
marketing major.
Jessica Capps, a freshman
psychology major, is a member of Impact's Facebook

•

•

•

group, which Bridge created
to promote the new minor
and certificate.
"I love learning about
why people are the way they
are," Capps said. "I believe
that psychology can be a
huge help when dealing with
adolescents, which is the age
group I plan on teaching
eventually."
She said that majoring in
psychology will increase her
chances of getting a job as a
psychology teacher.
·'
Math and science majors
are a big part of the Impact
program as well.
The program is funded by
a Succeed Grant - a type of
grant generally used to
recruit engineering, science
and math graduates into
education, according to the
UCF College of Education's
Web site.
"We get a lot of students
from the Honors College,
people who major in math
or major in biology but then
say, 'I might want to teach
someday,"' Wise said. "They
use their elective hours to
take educational studies
·c lasses."
Impact officials should
know by
mid-October
whether the grant for the

program will be renewed.
The grant has funded
more than 50 students, some
of who are currently teaching, Bridge said.
Even if the grant is not
renewed, the educational
studies program will continue, Wise said.
With or without further
grants, Impact officials said
they will continue to help
more than just math and science majors. .
'~lthough our [current]
funding is aimed at math
and science students, we are
able to guide students of all
non-education majors to an
education studies minor,"
Bridge said. "The education
studies minor prepares students to earn a temporary
teaching certificate and/or
prepares students to train
within their career."
The minor was so recently approved that it didn't get
printed in the 2007-2008 catalog, Wise said, although
information on the minor
and certificate can be found
on the College of Education's Web site.
About 80 students are
currently taking course
work related to the five-class
minor and the six-class cer-

tificate, Wise said, and the college will begin processing
requests for students wishing
to complete both tracks next
semester.
The other minor in the College of Education, the early
childhood education minor, is
primarily for social work,
health services or psychology
students who want to work
with children, according to the
current UCF Undergraduate
Catalog.

LAW OFFICE OF CRAIG A. SONNER, P.A.
'just because your name appears on a
police report does not mean you are guilty."
FREE CONSULTATIONS ON:
Traffic Charges, DUI & ALL Criminal Charges
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS 407-260-6853
'\'.\-"\vw.floridaDctcnscl..awycr.net
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directly impacts students.
"If students pay more,
there should be more advisers, more classes available,
more professors and more
services available that will
directly benefit the student,"
Hollinger said.
The tuition increases
come on the heels of Gov.
Charlie Crist's decision to
slice $272 million from the
state university budget.
Hollinger stressed the importance of tuition increases and
state funding growing in
respect to each other.
"If the students increase
their investment in their
education, the state should
be held accountable as well,"
Hollinger said. "By not funding education, the wrong
message is being sent to students: their education is simply not important."
Hollinger requested that,
at a minimum, the state
should provide full-time
enrollment funding for all
students currently enrolled
in the state university system. She said that about
6,000 full-time students of
the
270,000
currently
enrolled in the state university system do not receive
minimum funding from the
state.
"With low graduation

rates, overcrowded classrooms and poor access to
required classes, it is.an additional blow to the suffering
higher education system,"
Hollinger said.
Student
Government
Association Director of Governmental Affairs Maria Pecoraro also attended the hearing. Pecoraro said that such
forums could bring about
positive change.
·~ partnership can be
achieved between students
and politicians to ensure that
the money from tuition
increases is transparent,"
Pecoraro said.
Part of the $272 million
being cut from the budget
includes $4 million expected
for construction of the College
of Medicine. Administration
and Finance Division Vice
President William Merck II
attended the hearing to ask the
commission to continue funding (or building costs.
"One of the things you can
do is to create a state-wide
bond initiative to jump-start
additional building needs, in
addition to helping us with
classrooms," Merck said.
"The state has an obligation
to provide adequate funding."
The commission questioned Merck on the importance of a medical school
when hospitals lacked spots
for
residency training.

Merck said that UCF is in
talks with local hospitals to
create residency programs
for students to keep them in
Florida
"If we can hold these students after they graduate, if
we can keep them in the area,
they will join local practices,"
Merck said. "There is a great
need for additional doctors in
Florida."
The comnuss1on will
reconvene for a special session
in Fort Lauderdale on Oct. 12
to decide on whether to
approve Hollinger's proposal.
"We just want to see a
partnership
fostered,"
Hollinger said. 'We need it
to ensure that future students receive the best
degrees the state, nation and
world have to offer."
Hollinger thank.e d the
commission for providing an
outlet for citizens and students to voice their concerns
about the tuition increase
and said that student
involvement is crucial in the
decision-making process.
"One critical facet of this
system has been tragically
muted: the voices of over
270,000 students who create
the state university system,''
Hollinger said. "Students are
an indispensable part of the
system, and to dismiss them
is a mistake that the state
cannot afford to make."
-

GHOSTFACE KILLAH
FEATURING

WITCHDOCTOR

WHERE: UCF MEMORY MALL
WHEN: OCTOBER 11 TH

TIME: 8:00PM
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cartoon N4Jtwork.

'tbes~as io19
12-2 pm I CAB Cultural ond Fine Arts presents! Ugandan Independence Day at the Memory Mall lfgandon Independence Day is a CAB event where we wUI listen to
two exp.erts on the history and current events of Uganda.

12-2 pm I VUCF presents a Halloween Themed Thank-You t.o Our Volunteers. Happy Halloween and thank you for all of your service! Come treat yourself to tree food and
tun with VUCFI We will also be doing a surprise chlldten's themed service projectr Meet us in Student Union room 221 AB.
7-1 Opm I CAB Comedy presents: Open Mic Knight In Wackadoos In the Student Union I Come perform at Open Mic Knight In Wackadoos, all talents welcome!

.,

v~~~

iotto

8 pm I CAB Cinemd' presents: ocean's 13; Student Union 316

~tres~

iotn

10 am-4 pm I Homecoming·2nd Aluminum Can/Box Top Collection at the Lake Claire Recreational Area. E-mall hcphllanthropy@mall.ucf.edu to sign up for a drop off time.
7 pm I SGA Senate Meeting, SU 218
8 -10 pm I CAB Concerts Presents: Adult Swim Tour feat. Ghoslface Klllah and Wltchdoetor at the Memory. Mall~ Come enjoy a FREE concerti

Ft-t~ iett~
7 pm I Homecoming Concert Ticket Distribution at the Pegasus Ballroom in the Student Union. First 200 UCF students with their valid student ID will receive a ticket to the

Homecoming Concert.
8 -11 pm I CAB Spectacular Knights Presents: Mc. UCF in the Pegasus Ballroom - Help us pick the new 2007 Mr. UCFI

Sa~ayi.O!t}
8 -11 pm I CAB Cultural and Fine Arts Presents: lnfematlonal Plano Serles • The second part of a four-part series. Come and see a concert featuring Petronet Malan, a South
African rnulti-grammy nominated, gold medalist, classical pianist.

Aflfl'1hfl~flts
SAVE THE DATE: Famlly Weekend 2007 Is coming soonl Invite your ftlends and families to attend this yearly tradition on 10119-10/21. Ask them to reglster

at: www.getlnvolveducJ.com/famllyweekend
Are you one of UCF's top students? Hso, let us knowl Who's Who Among Students Appllcattons
are now available online. Due Nov. 9th by 5pm to OSI. For more Info visit
www.GetlnvolvedUCF.com
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Anna Shepherd listens to Forrest Lehmkuhler during one of his turns reading aloud from Kerouac's The Dharma Bums Friday in the Library.
The event was part of Kerouac in Florida, which is a two-month celebration of the SOth anniversary of Kerouac's On the Road.

...

Marathon participants
bond over the Bums
FROM

·why believe? God exists!
•Scientific Evidence
Wed. Oct. 10, 2007

•Philosophical Evidence
Wed. Oct. 17, 2007
Victorio Antonovski

Why believe? The Bible IS
historically reliable!
Wed. Oct. 24, 2007

Why believe? The Bible IS
God's Word!
Wed. Oct. 31, 2007
Kyle Hauck
All speeches will be given in October on Wednesdays
at 1 :30 on the Free Speech Green in front of the Math and Physics Building
For more information, you can contact Victorio at victorio84@gmail.com or Kyle at khauck86@gmail.com
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stuff for him [Kerouac], I was
really excited," said Lehmkuhler, who has been a fan of Kerouac's work since the 11th
grade.
Mark Plattner, a 23-yearold senior creative writing
major and member of Sigma
· Tau Delta, came out that day
to support his organization
and also because he is a fan of
Kerouac.
"He [Kerouac] has a distinct voice ... He writes with a
sense of adventure," Plattner
said.
Not everyone had read
Kerouac's work before coming to the reading.
Anna Shepherd, a 23-yearold senior English language
arts education major and historian for Sigma Tau Delta,
said that although she had not
read Kerouac before, she
. thought the writing in The
Dharma Bums had "a reajly
nice flow to it" and that it was
poetic.
Welch, who hadn't read
Kerouac before the marathon
either, said the book was actually really funny and that it
captured the time.
"It's such a realistic novel,''
Welch said. "It's really chronicling that lifestyle of the Beat
Generation and what it was
like to live back then and be
part of that circle of artists."
While many members
agreed that the marathon
book reading was a new and
different experience in general, one thing that really made
the event interesting was
coming into the book at the
middle.
"It took a while for me to
slowly figure out what's going
on," said Shepherd, who didn't
arrive until Chapter 20. "It's
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Mark Plattner listens as Anna Shepherd reads from The Dharma Bums. Participants read
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., only stopping for one 40-minute break due to dasses.

kind of an interesting experience, something that I've
never really done before, just
to walk into something midway and have to pick up on it."
Welch said that the society
became involved with the
Kerouac in Florida event after
being approached in the summer by Carole Hinshaw, head
of reference services in the
Library.
Welch said she agreed to it
because she found the idea
interesting and thought it was
a great way to be a part of the
anniversary.
They decided on the book
and the length of the reading
based on a marathon book
reading that Naropa University in Boulder, Colo., did with
Kerouac's On the Road.
Meg Scharf, associate
director for public services in
the Library, also stopped by to
listen for a while.
"I think it's pretty great ...
and wonderful to see so much
enthusiasm for literature by
students,'' Scharf said.
While Welch said she can't
say the exact number of nonmembers who stopped to lis-

ten, slie estimated that ·at least
two or three nonmembers
were present throughout the
reading. She also said there
was an hour when the circle
had seven people, including
the two readers.
Welch said the group experience was the finest aspect of
the marathon reading. Being
able to laugh together at
humorous prose and to sit and
listen to someone inflecting
on Kerouac's· words brought
new joy and excitement to the
text.
For some, the event was
more than just a book reading.
It also served as a way for students to come together to
appreciate something.
Travis Newbill, a 24-yearold senior philosophy major
and Kerouac fan, said he really enjoyed the group reading
experience.
''A book is usually a solitary
thing you enjoy on your own,''
Newbill said.
''All of these events, just
coming together for the sole
purpose of appreciating
something like that, is very
cool."
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Eligible Vehicles
• Any new and untitled VW
• Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned

Eligible Programs
• Retail Financing

• Any new and untitled VW
• Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned

Eligible Programs
Retail Financing
Drivers Option
asing

Volkswagen
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igible Vehicles
Any new and untitled VW
Volkswagen Certified Pre-Owned

Eligible Programs
• Retail Financing
• Drivers Option
• Leasing

1)

• •

Certfied Pre-l,.oved ,
'04 Jetta GLS 1.8T
Auto, Low Mis
#6-1279A

'04 VW Touareg 3.2L
, Auto, Low Miles
#7-1469A

w

$15,904*

•

•

..Excluding taxes. registration, and a dealer fee of $379.00
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Innovators get hooked
on how to sell concepts
She said that investors are members of the Orlando
only interested in how business community.
Students will compete for
they're going to make money
As long as the secret to and, for the most part, are prizes that total $1,000.
Joshua Weinberg, a busisuccess remains a mystery, entirely uninterested in the
ness major, expressed his
students looking to get their product itself.
"Most investors don't concern about having an idea
fledgling ideas off the
ground can get advice about know your world," Chadwick . "so good that you're scared
selling concepts to investors · said. "If [you're] doing an to even talk to people about
Internet site, most investors it" for fear they will steal it
from the UCF Venture Lab.
The trick is in finding a are old men that are retired, and try to reap the benefits.
''You need to get over it,"
"hook," said Kirstie Chad- wealthy ' individuals that
wick, director of the Venture probably made their money Chadwick said. "Be wise
, Lab. The hook is the atten- iri real estate, or they were about who you talk to about
it, but you need to get over it."
tion-grabber, either relevant the president of a bank."
Chadwick said that the
She emphasized that
to everyday life or a product
young entrepreneurs must Venture Lab is about three
of well-tuned imagination.
The Venture Lab, located recognize the age discrepan- years old and was originally
in the Business Administra- cies between themselves· and started to serve UCF stution Building, defines itself investors before they pitch dents and faculty, but interest
from the community brought
on its Web site as "a place their ideas.
"The product is the least about a change in policy.
for technology entrepre"It's morphed into someneurs to transform innova- important part of this whole
tive ideas and intellectual bit," Chadwick said. "So do thing much bigger than that,"
property into business plans not spend more than 10 sec- Chadwick said. "We got
with high growth potential." onds, at the most, on your some funding from Orange
"We're just a network of product. It is a huge mistake, County and from the state
and everybody makes it."
coaches," Chadwick said.
After Chadwick's speech,
Chadwick said that the
In her speech, Chadwick
addressed many ways to the floor was opened for Venture Lab only focuses on
technology companies.
pitch new ideas. One questions.
Mithael Lunn, the presiShe said that students
method, known as the "elevator pitch," gives a person dent of UCF's Collegiate coming in to have their ideas
only 30 seconds to express Entrepreneurship Organiza- evaluated should be prepared
tion, CEO Knights, asked for some harsh criticism.
his concept.
The Venture Lab strives
"In the case of business, what Chadwick felt students
you're actually not pitching should focus on for the King to find flaws in proposed
concepts so that investors
your idea at all," Chadwick of the Court competition.
"Have a phenomenal won't, Chadwick said.
said.
Nevertheless, much still
''You need to pitch your- hook," Chadwick said.
The King of the Court remains to the investor's
self."
In her speech, Chadwick competition, scheduled for individual discretion.
"We're just people giving
emphasized that, when Oct. 26 in the Student Union,
pitching an idea, a person is a business competition you opinions, and we're pretshould not be overly techni- where participants have 90 ty good at it,"Chadwick said.
seconds to pitch an idea to "But it's just an opinion."
cal.

MAX BEHRMAN
Contributing Writer
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Pakistan in political limbo
SADAQAT JAN
Associated Press

"
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ISLAMABAD, Pakistan Pakistan has entered a period
of political limbo, caught
between
Gen.
Pervez
Musharraf's
presidential
election win and a future
Supreme Court ruling on
·whether he was even eligible
to run.
Musharraf scored an
overwhelming victory Saturday in a vote by lawmakers
that was boycotted by much
of the opposition in protest
against the U.S.-allied miliSHAKI LADIL/ ASSOCIATED PRESS
tary leader.
Supporters of Pakistan's military ruler Gen. Pervez Musharraf, celebrate after his
The country must now
presidential election victory Saturday. Musharraf swept the election.
wait at least 10 days for the
Supreme Court to either con- petitions.
five-year term - one of Bhutfirm the result or disqualify
The court has said it will to's key demands.
Musharrafbecause he ran for resume hearing the petitions
Musharraf's standing and
re-election while retaining against Musharraf on Oct. 17.
authority have crumbled
his position. as army chief,
Still, Musharraf allies took since his clumsy attempt to
which the constitution pro- heart that the court had fire the chief justice of the
hibits.
allowed the vote to be held Supreme Court in March. His
Although the court this among lawmakers chosen in government has also received
year has issued rulings that . flawed 2002 polls rather than much blame for the widening
have shaken Musharraf's .waiting for parliamentary gap between the rich and
dominance, analysts ques- elections due by January, poor, which has occurred
tion whether it would dare where his allies may lose despite an economic boom.
deny him victory and poten- ground. To shore up his supWhile Musharraf argues
tially throw the country into port, Musharraf has held talks that he should stay on to
chaos. . On Sunday, The with Benazir Bhutto, another ensure that Pakistan enjoys a
Nation newspaper printed a former prime minister, which smooth transition to civilian
cartoon showing Musharraf could lead to them sharing rule and to strengthen its
frowning
toward
the power in the country's next fight against extremism, proSupreme Court, his fingers parliament.
longed political wrangling
crossed behind his back
On Friday, Musharraf could dilute his focus.
Saturday's election has signed into law an amnesty
"How many fronts can the
gone down amcmg the most quashing corruption cases government pursue simultacontroversial in Pakistan's pending against Bhutto, neously?" Hasan-Askari Rizvi,
turbulent 60-year history. paving the way for her a prominent political analyst,
Musharraf won 671 votes, planned return to Pakistan on wrote in Sunday's Daily
while a retired judge who Oct. 18. Bhutto's secular, liber- Times newspaper. "If internal
was his main rival received al party has also snubbed the political conditions do not
just eight. In all, 1,170 federal broader opposition alliance, stabilize, the militants will get
and provincial lawmakers which includes Islamist par- more space to carry out their
were eligible to vote. ,
ties opposed to Pakistan's activities."
Musharraf dismissed crit- front-line role in WashingIn a reminder of that
icism that the boycott had ton's war on terror.
threat, the army said it fought
undermined the election's
Musharraf, who seized two battles with militants
legitimacy.
power in a 1999 coup, has near the Afghan border on
"Democracy
means promised to vacate his army Sunday that left 50 militants
majority, whether there is post before starting a new and 20 soldiers dead.
opposition or no opposition,"
he told reporters on the lawn
of his official residence. ·~
majority, a vast majority, have
voted for me and therefore
that result is the result."
But an opposition alliance
- including the party of former Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif, who Musharraf toppled in a 1999 coup - said
the vote was illegitimate.
The Supreme Court has
already dismissed several
complaints that Musharraf
was ineligible under a constitutional ban on public servants running for office. But
it said Friday that the election results cannot be
declared official until it has
issued its verdict on fresh
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UCF upside-down
Knights done in by disastrous third quarter, get routed by ECU Pirates 52-38

•

PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

Knights'
solutions
nowhere
to be seen ;
I'm not going to say "I told you so,"
but the UCF Football team made the
same mistakes in Saturday's 52-38 loss '
at East Carolina that it has been making all year.
Three interceptions, two lost fumbles and a 35-10 drubbing in the second half just drilled home what everyone already knew: The Knights aren't
as good as we all want them to be.
With th~ talent on this team, it is
entirely plausible that it could win out
and finish at 10-2 and 7-1 in Conference USA, but after Saturday, can you
really believe in that outcome?
·•
I'll answer for you: no.
Kevin Smith, who is still the
nation's leading rusher in yards per
game and is averaging 5.9 yards per
rush, ran the ball nine times for 67 '
yards with one fumble in the second
half.
But those statistics are a little misleading, because they were all in the
third quarter.
Smith had as many rushes in the
fourth quarter as I did.
He did manage to grab three passes for 12 yards in the fourth quarter,
but that is hardly the kind of output
the Knights need from him if they
want to be successful.
I know Smith is awesome and better than anyone else in country at
football, but he can'.t rush for five
yards a carry, as he was in the game,
unless someone actually places the
ball in or around the area of his hands.
UCF's leading rusher in the fourth?
Kyle Israel, who bullied his way to
PLEASE SEE
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unnmg a Kevin Smith gets upended dunng UCF s game versus Loumana-Lafayette. He rushed for 147 yards against East Carolina, but also had a fumble in the third quarter.
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ZACH PARDES

BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

It all started so well. Fifteen

seconds in to its game Saturday, the UCF Football team
had a 7-0 lead over East Carolina Qµarterback Kyle Israel
was able to take some pressure off the Knights' running
game and might have caught
the Pirates' defense off guard
in the first half by completing
9 of his first 16 passes for 166
yards and two touchdowns.
The Knights had a 28-17 lead
at the half.
But something seems to
happen to the Knights after
those first 30 minutes. The
Knights had been outscored
68-43 in the second half coming into this game. But what
happened in the second half
Saturday, and the third quarter
specifically, completely over-

Johnson's eight saves
not enough in Knights'
loss to No.11 Mustangs

East Carolina

UCF

whelmed any of the previous
gripes that anyone had regarding tpe Knights' ineffectiveness late in games. And ultimately it was the third quarter
that helped the Pirates win 5238. Here were the storylines
that came out of the Knights'
first Conference USA loss in
2007.

increased that ratio immensely after collecting five UCF
turnovers in the third quarter.
That was the story of the
game for the Knights.
Five turnovers on five consecutive possessions. It all
started - or began to end,
depending on what side you
are on - with the Knights
deep in Pirate territory and
ahead 31-24 with about 10 minutes to play in the third quarter. On third-and-10, Israel
stared down his receiver that
was running along the right

In football, holding on to the
football is slightly important
The Pirates entered this
game with the best turnover
ratio in C-USA. They

r;

sideline.
He then lofted a pass down
the right sideline to tight end
Corey Rabazinski, but ECU's
Travis Simmons jumped in
front of Israel's target, picked
off the pass and headed 80
yards the other way before he
was pushed out of bounds at
UCF's 9-yard-line. UCF head
coach George O'Leary said
that interception was the turning point in the game.
The Pirates scored three
plays later on a touchdown
catch by Jamar Bryant to tie
the score at 31-31.
UCF had four possessions
over the next eight minutes
and each one ended with a
turnover: fumble by quarterback Michael Greco, fumble
by running back Kevin Smith,
PLEASE SEE

KNIGHTS ON A11

Staff Writer

Excellent goaltending was not
enough to keep UCF from dropping a
3-1 Conference USA contest to No.11
SMU in Dallas on Saturday night.
UCF freshman goalkeeper Sean
Johnson had a career-high eight saves
for the game.
It was the second C-USA game for
the Knights (4-6-1 overall, 0-1-1 in CUSA) this season.
First year head-coach Bryan Cunningham said he was pleased with his
team's performance.
"I am proud of the effort that the
team gave tonight," Cunningham said
in a press release. "We were creating
chances and putting ourselves into
position to score. With all those
opportunities, it's just a matter of
time before they find the back of the
net again."
PLEASE SEE
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Five second-half turnovers
doom Knights against ECU

4

UCF allows 35 points in the second half as the Pirates get second C-USA win
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East Carolina senior running back Chris Johnson fights off UCF's Cory Hogue during ECU's 52-38 over UCF on Saturday night.Johnson set a single-game school record with 372 total yards
against the Knights. He scored four touchdowns, which came on a 96-yard kickoff return, a 72-yard catch and run, and a couple of touchdown runs of eight- and 18-yards long.

touchdowns, which stretched the Pirates'
advantage to 52-31.
The Knights scored one f'mal touchThe UCF Football team had two goals
down later in the fourth quarter, but it
going into Saturday night's game against
wouldn't be enough to mask the breakthe East Carolina Pirates: Eliminate
down of the Knights offense in the third
turnovers and play the second 30 minquarter.
utes of the game the way it usually plays
The UCF team that showed up in the
the first.
second half was not the team that played
The Knights failed both tests. Two
in the first. After the first play of the
fumbles and three interceptions into the
game, it looked as though UCF's offenthird quarter, UCF had experienced the
sive momentum would leave yet another
epitome of a second-half meltdown.
team out of reach.
And when all was said and done, the
Senior tailback Curtis Francis
Knights lost the game, 52-38, as well as a
returned a 93-yard kickoff return to give
secure spot atop the Conference USA
the Knights a quick 7-0 lead Francis f'mEast Division.
ished the night with 203 return yards.
''You can't do that (tum the ball over)
That lead would be short-lived, howand expect to win," head coach George
ever, as the Pirates took their f'rrst possesO'Leary said in a post-game radio intersion 43 yards for a game-tying touchview. "I thought the kids fought hard, and
down. The Knights scored three more
Run around Chris:
we were moving the ball when we turned
Johnson totaled 372 yards and
times to continue what seemed like
scored four touchdowns: two rushit over, and you just can't do those things.
another fantastic first half. ·
ing, one receiving and one on a 96I'm really disappointed in the fact that
But their first-half heroics lasted only
yard kickoff return to open the secwe're sort of shooting ourselves in the
until the first play in the third quarter.
ond half.
foot a little bit - that's what happened."
After a dominating first half from
The Knights were their usual selves in
Israel and his receiving corps, the
the first half and entered the break up 28- yards to East Carolina's 48-yard line. As Knights were left baffled after the game
17. But running back Chris Johnson's 96- he was brought down, however, the ball was over. Israel finished the first half
yard kickoff return to start the third quar- was stripped from Greco's hands and the going 9-of-16 with two touchdowns. The
ter quickly turned the game into a circus. Pirates recovered the fumble.
f'rrst score, was a 21-yard pass to Kamar
Johnson's run sparked a 28-point third
The Knights would get off easy, as Aileen, and the second was a 39-yarder to
quarter for the Pirates, one from which ECU would punt on that possession and AJ. Guyton.
Israel f'mished the game 28-of-45 with
UCF would never come back
.
UCF would get another shot to start over.
"The f'u;st drive got them r?lling ...," On the next possession, running back 308 passing yards. The difference, howO'Leary said, "... but I thought it was the - Kevin Smith committed UCF's second ever - ECU's offense was just as good.
turnovers. You can't have that ~any straight fumble and the Pirates recovJohnson, an Orlando native, finished
·
tumovers ma
game and exp.ect to win."
.
ered. Two plays later, Pirates' quarter- the game with 372 total yards, and quarDespite a field goal on their next drive,
the Knights would turn the ball over on back Rob Kass threw a 20-yar~ touch- terback Rob Kass fmished with 201 pass·
xt fi
essi·ons
down pass to Davon Drew to give ECU ing yards. Johnson set a single-game
therr
ne · 1ve poss
·
· fi l d f th
1
school record ill all-purpose yards.
UCF's struggles began five minutes its rrs~ ea o .e ~e a~ 38-3 ·
In the end, UCF brought a different
into the third quarter. After a blocked
Smith, the nations leading rusher, w~
punt by UCF's Travis Timmons, the held to 147 yards, 30 yards less than his team onto the field after halftime - a
Knights would take over on ECU's 18- per game average. I;Ie only score? one team that will need to be obsolete come
yard line. But, an interception from Kyle ~ouchd?wn on the mght after sconng 10 next week when UCF travels to Tampa to
take on the fifth-ranked South Florida
Israel on third-and-10 would allow the m UCF s f'rrst four games.
Pirates to return the ball to the UCF 9The next two possessions for the Bulls. O'Leary said he isn't happy with
yard line. The Pirates would get a touch- Knights had much of the same result. the way the Knights played Saturday, but
down three plays later to even the score Israel and Greco each had an intercep- he knows there is a lot of time left in this
at 31-31.
tion in the next two series. Israel threw season.
Things only got uglier f!om there.
an a pass on thir?-and-!tve ~at was inter'We've got seven games left to play,"
O'Leary tried to mix ~gs up on ~e cepted by ~CU s Khlif ~tchell. Greco he said ''No one is happy about the way
next series by inserting Michael Greco m came back m the next senes and had a we played, but we've got to regroup and
as quarterback On a UCF third-and- third-and-seven pass intercepted by we've got a lot of good football games left
-eight, Greco rushed up the middle for 23 Leon Best. Both turnovers led to ECU, to play and the players know it."
>

MELISSA HEYBOER
Editor-in-Chief
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Lightning delay is no ·
shock to UCF in win

Spe!iallzlng ln rotisserie
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Knights' quick-strike offense leads to 4-0 blowout victory
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Sophomore Yvonne George scored her fourth goal of the year and had two shots on goal in UCF's 4-0 win over Marshall on Friday.

· PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

The weather followed the
UCF Women's Soccer team's
lead Friday, as the Knights
made it rain all over the Marshall Thundering Herd.
Although they had to wait
an hour to score their final
three goals, the Knights (6-2-2
overall, 1-0 in Conference
USA) blew out Marshall (3-7
overall, 0-1 in C-USA) in a 4-0
win that was never close.
From the start of the
match, UCF was clicking on
all cyliilders, finding many
scoring opportunities early
and netting its first goal 13
minutes in.
After a UCF comer kick,
the Knights put several shots
toward the goal. Marshall
defenders stopped most of
them, but then the ball found
itself at the foot of sophomore

4

0

UCF

Marshall

Yvonne George. She had one
of her shots blocked before
she buried another one in the
bottom left comer.
"Someone brought it into
the box, and everyone just
kept battling," George said.
"The girl before me ... battl~d
for it, and I just finished it. But
everyone earned that goal."
UCF had several opportunities when the rain started to
pour with about 21 minutes
left in the half. With 17:43
remaining, both teams had to
endure the hour-long lightning delay before they could

,,

get back on the pitch.
But it seemed that the '
Knights were the only team
that made its way out of the
locker room.
.,
In the 36th minute, sophomore Sarah de Leon scored
her first goal of the season
when she rose above every- ,,,
one to head in a comer kick
from Arielle Orr.
"We were dangerous off
the comers ...," U CF head
coach Amanda Cromwell
said. "The last two games
PLEASE SEE
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Knights allow 372 total yards to Pirate RB
FROM

A8

NEXT UCF FOOTBALL GAME

interception from Israel,
interception from Greco. The
Pirates scored a touchdown
off each of the last three
turnovers to effectively put
the game away.
The Knights have committed 10 turnovers in their last
three games. All of those
turnovers have come in the
second half.

•

Chris Johnson: "He's all right."
That's all O'Leary had to
say about East Carolina running back Chris Johnson duririg a post-game radio interview. Johnson has showed
that he is more than all right
in the Pirates' last two games.
In a win against Houston last
week, Johnson racked up 223
all-purpose yards and two
touchdowns. But against
UCF, he scored four touchdowns and set a school record
with 372 yards.
That total includes Johnson's 194 yards on four kick
returns. He made a ton of big
plays in the game, but maybe
none bigger than his 96-yard
kickoff return for a touch-

vs.
UCF

USF

Saturday, noon lTampa

down on the opening kickoff
of the second half. That cut
UCf's ll-point lead down to
four and brought the momentum from one sideline to the
other.
Johnson also made a big
play in the passing game. On a
third down, early in the second quarter, Johnson caught a
simple swing pass as he ran
out of the backfield to the
right. Bu.t he sped down the
sideline with hardly any contact, gave a stiff arm to UCF
free safety Jason Venson and
scored a 72-yard touchdown.
Smith outgained Johnson
on the ground 147-89, but
Johnson's plays as a receiver
and on special teams made
him the clear winner of that
head-to-head battle.

The offensive line struggles again
The Knights rushed for

300 yards their win over
Louisiana-Lafayette last week
and averaged six yards a
carry. Yet O'Leary was critical
of the offensive line after the
game for not finishing their
blocks and "pushing through"
defenders.
The linemen knew they
needed to practice harder and
do a better job against the
Pirates. Well, they didn't. UCF
quarterbacks were sacked
only once, but they were pressured many other times, left
to jµst throw the ball away as
they were headed down to
the ground.
The line also had problems
opening the gaping lanes for
Smith that UCF fans have
seen so often this season. At
the half, Smith had rushed for
80 yards on 20 carries. Averaging four yards per carry is
pretty good, but when your
team averages 253 rushing
yards per game and has the
nation's leading running back,
you are held to a higher standard. And this came against a
very
mediocre
rushing
defense, statistically.
Again, the Knights' offensive line will have to be much
better for their next chal-

lenge, South Florida. The
Bulls are holding opponents
to 312 total yards per game
and lead the Big East with 3.2
sacks per game.

52 points
The turnovers put Knights'
defense in a tough spot, but
even before all that, the
defense still gave up 24 points
in a little more than a half to a
team that averages 21 points a
game. It allowed ECU quarterback Rob Kass to complete
12-of-23 passes for 201 yards,
two touchdowns and no
interceptions in the first start
of his career. The defense didn't force a turnover on Saturday.
But the defense on special
teams was especially bad.
Take out Johnson's 96-yard
touchdown return and he still
averaged nearly 33 yards on
his three other returns.
The turnovers put the
defense on the field often, but
the Knights still won the time
of possession battle, 33 minutes to 27 minutes.
The defense couldn't have
been tired, but they may have
been dejected after seeing
their offense's repeated futili-

ty in the second half. Whatever
the case, this unit needs to display the level of play that it had
in the first half against North
Carolina State and Memphis.
Otherwise, conference games
against Tulsa and UTEP, which
are each averaging more than
35 points a game, could be very
long days for the UCF defense.

Final words
At the end ofthe season, this
game will be one that the
Knights look back on and know
that they should have won. If
they didn't shoot themselves in
the foot time after time in the
third quarter, they would have
won this game. It was a selfinflicted loss.

But this can also be one of
those games in which a loss
proves to be a benefit. Maybe
the Knights needed something
like this. It's been known for a
while now that this team has
really struggled with keeping it
focus and holding on to the ball
in the second half. All of that
culminated on Saturday and
now maybe now someone will
get the point.
A loss like this might light a
fire under the Knights as they
prepare for the Bulls this Saturday. For once, they may actually play for 60 minutes. If that
happens, they have a decent
chance to knock off the No. 6
team in the nation.
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Volleyball continues streak,
is swept for 5th straight time

-·

Knights come close in game two, but have lost 15 games in a row
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

#

.,
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. Three weeks ago, the UCF
Volleyball team had won five
of its last six matches and
were confident that it had left
memories of last season
behind
Now, the Knights are just
trying to win a game, let alone
a match.
Th~
Knights
(8-ll)
dropped their fifth consecutive match Friday and fell to 05 in Conference USA after
they were swept by UAB 3016, 31-29 and 30-18.
UCF has been swept in its
past five matches, two away
from the school record of
seven, which was set last season.
Stephanie Serna recorded
a team-high seven kills for the
Knights, who hit -0.25 in the
match and committed 11 service errors.
Andrea Youngblood had
an all-around good performance for UCF with four kills,
six digs and 16 assists.
Youngblood was one of the
key factors in the Knights'
play during game two.
A Serna kill knotted the
score at 10 early on. Three
straight UCF attack errors put
the Blazers up 14-11, but two
straight aces by Youngblood
and a block by Serna and
Jenny Heppert tied the score
at 19 a piece. A UAB ace
forced UCF head coach Meg
Colado to take a timeout with
the Blazers up 24-21.

The Knights went on an 83 run after the timeemt,
capped off· by a Youngblood
kill that forced game point at
29-27.
Despite hitting -.037 in the
game, the Knights were in
position to tie the match at
one, but they let their first
game win in five matches slip
by. A Kelly Weaver service
error sparked a Blazers 4-0
run that gave them the game.
The Knights couldn't get
much of anything going in
game one due to a good Blazer defense. A Serna error gave
UAB an early 7-1 lead. The
Knights battled to within four
at 10-6, but UAB went on an
11-2 run to force Colado to call
another timeout.
A 4-0 UCF run after the
timeout trimmed the Knights'
deficit to 21-ll, but the lead
was too much for the Knights
to overcome as they gave
UAB the early 1-0 match
advantage.
UAB had six of its twelve
service aces in the match in
game one.
UAB's Ivana Bozic had
four service aces in the match
and caused a lot of trouble for
the Knights. She recorded her
eleventh double-double of the
season with 10 kills and 12
digs.
The Knights didn't have
much luck against the Blazers
in the third game. UCF carried its momentum from
game two, opening up a 4-1
lead after an Erin Campbell

DOWNHILL STRUGGLE
SCORING SLUMP
During their five-match losing streak,
the Knights have been outscored an
average of 30-20.7 and have just four
games where they didn't lose by more
than four points. In nine games they
have failed to reach even 20 points.
They have struggled most in game
threes, scoring more than 20 only once.

HIT AND MISS, AND MISS, AND MISS
The Knights have compiled hitting
percentages of .065,.016,-.108,.095
and-.025.They have allowed
opponents to average a hitting
percentage of .Bl over the same span,
including a high of .348 against
Houston on Sept.21.The lowest they
allowed was a .185 against Rice.

!PPL! 11': 1049/07
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kill early in game three. Tied

5-5, the Blazers capped off a
14-7 run win a kill and opened
a 19-12 lead The Knights had
no answer to UAB arid eventually let the Blazers go on
another run at 11-6 to close out
the match.
The Knights allowed six
service aces in game and
while UAB hit .500 in the
game, UCF was held to .030.
UCF is hoping to end its
streak of sweeps and that
starts with taking a game
before looking toward taking
a match.
The Knights' latest opportunity to get that game came
on Sunday at Memphis.
Results of the match were not
available before press time. A
recap will be available in
Wednesday's edition of the
Future.

The Knights will play their
next match on Tuesday in the
New UCF Arena when they
face The Citidel. The match is
scheduled to start at 3 P·lll:
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The UCF Volleyball team prepares for a play in the Knight's 3-0 loss to East Carolina on Sept. 28. It was the first athletic event in the New
UCF Arena, and it alsowiarked the the third consecutive time that the UCF Volleyball team was the victim of a sweep• .
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Offense not a problem for the
Knights, as they fire 23 shots
i
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UCF's Yvonne George narrowly misses scoring her second goal against Marshall on Friday. The Thundering Herd's Liz Orton made six saves in the match, but allowed four goals.
' " 'II\

FROM AlO

now we've scored goal off the
corners, which is good. We
feel like we have a lot of height
... That was one of the goals
tonight, was to score off the
comer and get a shutout, and
we accomplished both of
those tonight."
As the half approached,
UCF maintained its offensive
pressure and had a great scoring chance when Danielle dos
Santos laced a shot at sophomore goalkeeper Liz Orton
that bounced off her hands,
but she was able to fall on it to
thwart the threat.
Shortly thereafter, dos Santos brought down the ball
near the top box and fed junior Hanna Wilde, who buried
it in the bottom right comer
for her third goal of the season.
UCF headed into halftime
with a 3-0 lead and had shut
out an opponent in the first
half for seventh time this year.
The Knights came out in
the second half pressing the
ball and forcing the Thundering Herd to play back. Senior
Kate Begley had both of her

shots early in the half, missing
a header high and then putting
another shot wide left.
They were two of 12 total
shots in the second half.for the
Knights, though they did
appear to become somewhat
unraveled near the end of the
match.
"I think we got tired, actually," Cromwell said. " ... a lot
of those players haven't been
getting a lot of minutes, so
they're not used to maybe
playing a whole 45 (minutes)
in a row; I think part of it was
we were getting a little
fatigued. And Marshall knows
with about five minutes to go,
they were just drop their balls
in, so it was a combination of
the two."
Play stopped with about 30
minutes left when Marshall
freshman Marisa Leconte
injured her leg and had to be
carried off the field.
Freshman Lauren Halbert
finished up the scoring for
UCF in the 66th minute when
she took a pass from sophomore Courtney Whidden
near the top of the box and put
in the bottom left corner. It
was Halbert's first goal of the

season.
"We work as a team with
everything we do," George
said, ''.And everyone worked
so hard, so each goal is everyone's goal."
Senior goalkeeper Jennifer
Manis made four saves for her
second shutout of the season,
but she was rarely challenged.
"We really didn't let tileir
forwards have much of the
ball," Cromwell said."..; Nikki
(Moore) and Arielle (Orr)
were getting up so much out
of the back that their forwards
had to track, so they're too
busy chasing, and they didn't
have legs to attack."
UCF outshot Marshall 23-7
and marks the second straight
match that it has put up at
least ten shots more than its
opponent.
The Knights looked to pick
up their second C-USA win
when they faced East Carolina
on Sunday, but results were
not available at press time. A
recap will be available in
Wednesday's edition of the
Future. The Knights' next
match comes on the road
against Tulsa on Friday at 8
p.m.
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Answers needed now if the
2007 TICKET
STUDENT
Knights want to win again FOOTBALL
LOTTERY
FROM A8

•

•

seven yards and a touchdown
on four carries.
.
Israel ~s, as everyone
knows, a quarterback, and he
is generally better throwing
the ball than he is running it.
Speaking oflsrael, I know
most people aren't as high
on hini as I am, and after Saturday they are bound to
have more fodder for their
arsenal, but I don't think that
his performance was that
awful.
He threw for 308 yards
and
two
touchdowns,
although the second was
completely A.J. Guyton's
doing.
The way the Knights are
set up requires Israel to keep

even think abeut competing
with South Florida on Saturday, the same things that have
needed fixing all year long
will need to be shored up.
The USF defense is significantly better than ECU's.
But USF is not nearly as good
as everyone thinks it is. If
UCF can avoid mistakes, the
Knights can walk out of
Tampa with a win.
But UCF has had to fix the
same things headmg into
every game this year, and
they still aren't any closer to
being fixed.
That speaks to a much
larger problem, one that
could make this team a lot
more like the 2006 one than
the 2005 one.

Mattson scores late goal to
he_lp Knights avoid shutout
FROM A8

·~

mistakes to a IlllDlJllum.
Essentially, they need him to
be a college version of Trent
Dilfer.
He can't do that when he
is throwing the ball 45 times a
game, and there really isn't
any reason for him to ever do
that. Ever.
There was no hesitation to
keep Smith in the game
against Louisiana-Lafayette
in the fourth quarter when
the game was well in hand, to
the detriment of Smith and
his health.
But somehow he wasn't
used at all in the fourth in
UCF's first C-USA road game
in what was essentially a
niust-win. ·
That makes no sense.
If the Knights want to

UCF had numerous scoring opportunities early in
the game, but it was the
Mustangs who put the first
goal on the scoreboard in
the 14th minute of regulation play. Junior Jeff Harwell
collected a rebound and
found the net from eight
yards out to give SMU the 10 lead.
In the 63rd minute of
play, the Knights ran into
some bad luck, as a shot by
SMU junior Richard Oliva
from 14 yards away was redirected off a UCF defender
and found its way into the
net.
W~th a little more than
ten minutes remaining in
regulation play, SMU tallied
its final goal of the evening
when junior Ryan Mirsky
scored on a free kick.
After a dispute over a
UCF goal ended unfavorably for the Knights, junior
Mike Mattson ended the

Mustangs' shutout in the
86th minute with a perfectly
placed shot in the lower left
corner from 10 yards out.

"They are
creating the
opportunities,
we're just not
finishing them"
-BRYAN CUNNINGHAM
UCF HEAD COACH

It was Mattson's third
goal of the season.
SMU's offense seemed to
be overwhelming, as the
final shot count favored the
Mustangs 17-12.
Many of UCF's scoring
opportunities were thwarted by an eight-save game for
SMU goalkeeper Craig Hill.
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"We had some breakdowns in the back, which
we've been addressing in
practice,'' Cunningham said.
"But the disappointing thing
is that the boys are doing the
hardest part. They are creating the opportunities; we're
just not finishing them."
Despite the loss, Cunningham said the Knights stayed
determined, put in a good
effort, and fought hard
throughout the entire game.
"It's just a matter of keeping positive,'' Cunningham
said. "We'll keep plugging
away, working hard, and
focusing on what we need to
do."
The Knights travel to
Miami on Wednesday to visit
Florida International for their
next challenge. Kickoff is
schedule for 7 p.m.

D'backs take down
the Cubs in three
RICK GANO
Associated Press

,.

CHICAGO - Short on
stars · but brimming with
young talent, the Arizona
Diamondbacks pulled off a
sweet playoff sweep over the
Chicago cubs and celebrated
like October regulars.
Chris Young homered on
the game's first pitch, Livan
Hernandez wriggled out of
several serious jams and Arizona beat the Cubs 5-1 Saturday night to complete a
three-game sweep of their
first-round series.
Next stop for the . babyfaced Diamondbacks: a surprising trip to the NLCS. · ·
"Who
would
have
thought that at the beginning
of spring training or the season?,'' outfielder Eric Byrnes
said during a wild champagne celebration. "I'm sure
there were a lot of people
thinking maybe .500 baseball. We have guys who are
ready to win. We've already
exceeded expectations so far
and we're going to continue
to do so."
Now, the Diamondbacks
get four days to rest before
hosting the Colorado Rockies in Game 1 of the NLCS on
Thursday. Colorado beat
Philadelphia 2-1 Saturday
night to complete a threegame sweep.
Showing no jitters before
a raucous crowd at Wrigley
Field, the Diamondbacks hit
three homers and turned
four double plays to back
another strong pitching performance from Hernandez
and three relievers.
"The young guys are taking us _where we've gotten,''
Arizona
m'llnager
Bob

Melvin said. "We don't do it
without a concerted effort
from everybody on our team.
We can't rely on three or four
guys to shoulder the load.
We've go~ to get it from multiple guys every day, and our
younger guys showed up
big."
Byrnes and Stephen
Drew, who finished the
series 7-for-14, also homered
as Arizona extended the
Cubs' streak of futility without a World Series championship to 99 years.
· Even a return to Wrigley
Field couldn't get Chicago's
bats out of a series-long
slumber.
"This is just a start, fellas,"
Cubs manager Lou Piniella
said. ''We're going to get better with this."
Call it curses or bad luck
or whatever, but on this sultry October night, the Diamondbacks showed what
was obvious since the series
began - they were the better team, even though they
had only four players on the
first-round roster with postseason experience.
"These guys are as talented a young group as I've ever
seen," Byrnes said. "It's been
fun to watch the maturation
and watch them grow up."
Chicago's best chance
might have come in the
opener, whenPiniella made a
move that will be questioned
for years. He pulled starting
pitcher Carlos Zambrano
after six innings and only 85
pitches with the score at 1-1
because he planned to bring
his ace back on three days'
rest in Game 4. ·
The Cubs never got that
far.
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OUR STANCE
THEN COULD YOU EXPLAIN
TO THE AMERICAN PUBLIC,
MR. PRESIDENT, WHY REALITY
TELEVISION IS STILL LEGAL IN
THE UNITED STATES?

SGA tickets are
'

.

'

all but golden
E

lections in the U.S. allow
candidates to run on separate tickets, and each ticket contains two names - the
names of the presidential and ,
vice presidential candidates.
That's it. The Knight Ticket in
last weeks' election had 39 candidates. Yes, 39; a ridiculous
amount of people to endorse on
one ticket.
If tickets keep gaining popularity as they have in the past
few years, we're in danger of
becoming a two-party system.
Sooner or later, we could be a
one-party system in which candidates outside the majority
party will inevitably lose.
This isn't just speculation. It's
already happened at the University of Florida
According to the Independent
Alligator, the UF student newspaper, 44 out of 47 seats in UF's
Senate went to members of the
Gator Party. One went to the
Progress Party. The other two
had no running candidates.
The system at UF is not
something to be admired and is
one oitr school should avoid
adopting, but we may be heading slowly in that direction.
The Knight Ticket conquered
29 of the 48 seats available in the
Senate. The New SGA Ticket
won seven of the 48, and the
remaining 14 seats were won by
candidates who were not on
eij:her ticket.
Only 14 independent candidates won out of the 48 open
seats. This is not a fair playing
field.
Everyone who has the aspiration to become a senator should
be able to run and have a fair

chance of winning. A potential
senator shouldn't worry that the
only winning strategy is to join a
ticket.
The problem at UF with their
dominant party system is that
anyone outside of their party has
a lot of trouble winning seats.
Only one seat on the Senate
went to their competing party only one.
· ' Do we really want to be like
UF? There's a struggle between
those in the Gator Party and
those who don't want to be in a
party at all. They have a problem
with block voting - you vote
for one, you have to vote for
them all.
· That's what tickets have done
to UCF. The candidates trying to
gain votes are luring students to
their tables and not only endorsing themselves, but the other
candidates on their ticket..
A one-party system may lead
to less control of our budget and
increasingly biased resolutions.
Luckily, our SGA presidential
candidates run on normal tickets
with an abundance of competition, and they have no party
aff'"tliation.
The U.S. has a two-party system, but every once in a while,
that Independent candidate will
sneak in and surprise us all. Ori
Election Day, more than two
opti9ns are always on the ballot
for president and Senate tickets
are never there. Why shotildn't
our school's Senate system
reflect the one it's based on?
The Knight Ticket dominated
the Colleges of Business Administration, Education, Medicine,
'alld Health and Public Affairs.
They also won five out of the

nine seats available in the College of Sciences. The New SGA
Ticket took three out of the four
seats in the College of Arts and
Humanities, and one Knight
Ticket candidate took the other.
The only colleges that had no
candidates on a ticket were the
College of Engineering and
Computer Science and the
Rosen College of Hospitality
Management.
Although ticket candidates
ran for the Undergraduate Studies and Undeclared seats, no
ticket-endorsed candidates won.
The Strictly Business ticket,
which comprised only business
students running for the nine
seats available, lost every seat
they wanted to the Knight Ticket.
At UF, two candidates
decided to run without any
party ties, and they both lost.
That shows just how powerful
parties can become.
We'll admit that the amount
of people running for SGA has
grown, and it's encouraging to
see people taking such interest
in our school's Senate.
Tickets can help promote
participation and can also help
candidates raise more money for
better campaigning, but are we
willing to sacrifice our fair playing ground?
These numbers alone are not
immediately alarming, but they
do highlight a potential problem
in the future.
No party should be winning
such a high majority of seats.
Our university should ban such
an overwhelming number of
candidates on a ticket during
Senate elections.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them on line
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Students care, but
what about senators
S

enate runoff announcements were shameful this
week. But it's no the students who should be embarrassed - it's the senators.
Fewer than 10 people bothered to show up to see who won
the runoffs. One senator, who
will remain unnamed, was
absent to hear that she won
because she didn't even know
about runoffs.
This Student Government
Association Senate election has
gotten more student involvement than ever before, but senators aren't taking advantage of
this. Now that students are
involved, senators are slacking.
Remember the days when
people used to run from senate
election booths like they were
used-car salesmen? Dodging
these booths could have been
considered a sport. Now, a lot
more students are willing to
vote.
Our first week of Senate elections resulted in a·total of 6,170
students voting. Forty-four seats
were filled and four were left to
runoffs. Seven seats are left for
appointment by the SGA.
What may be even more
embarrassing than the runoff
announcements is the number
of people who got up or logged
on to vote.
Unfortunately, only 692 students cared to vote last week
and more than 300 of those
votes were·made for the College
of Sciences. Only 28 people
voted for the College of Nursing.
Kudos for those 692 who
maae it a priority to vote, but
what about the other 5,000 who
passed on the opportunity?
II: just doesn't make any se1fe

that campaigning and interest in year, 65 percent of the seats had
some competition.
SGA can decline that much.
This year, the number of
A total of 5,478 less students
voted in runoffs than in the main seats filled decreased by one, but
election. It may very well be that the boom in student votes made
the decline in voting occurred
up for that.
because campaigning slowed
To top it off, more seats were
addedtoSGA
down almost to a stop.
The elections commissioner,
There are now 55 seats rather
Sean Hughes, told the Future in
than 52. The increase in seats
the Oct. 5 article "Students negstill had an increase in candilect runoff elections" that camdates. This just shows that the
paigning "really slacked this
interest in running for Senate is
week compared to last week,"
up and so is the interest in votand that no one was really aware ing.
that the runoffs were taking
We applaud the great
place.
improvement in SGA, but someCould the reason that hardly
thing like this can't be ignored
anyone voted be that campaignAt this point in the game,
ing was practically non-existent? . these·candidates should have
Say it isn't so.
been pursuing students just as
much as they did before.
Campaigning should always
This year's students are willbe consistent. There is no
excuse for campaigns to be
ing participants. Our school has
never seen such participation
slower after initial elections.
They should have been just as
in a Senate election, but senators stopped caring before
strong, especially considering
that three of the four senators
runoffs.
who won were on either The
Students voted and we doubt
Knight Ticket or New SGA
everyone was heading to the
booths just for a free T-shirt or
Ticket. These tickets should be
sticker.
trying just as hard to get the
Students are.involved and
runoff senators elected as they
those who weren't involved will
were to get themselves,elected.
now start paying the Senate
Tickets run as a team and
some attention.
should work as a team.
They may wonder why they
It seems that after the majorivoted in favor of amendment 39ty of their tickets won, they just
01 or why·they chose this senastopped caring about elections.
Four seats should be as signif- tor over the next and take the
time to find out.
icant to these tickets as the rest
of the seats. Four seats could
Senators need to be aware of
make or break a resolution's vote. what potential there is. Students
are going to the booths rather
Last year, 46 of 52 seats were
than running from their reprefilled in the initial elections,
sentatives and pretending to be
leaving three for runoffs and
· too busy to stop. Senators should
another three to be appointed.
really take advantage of this now
Twenty-nine percent of the
seats were contested, but this
~before it all goes away.
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Goo9bye childhood,
say hello to nostalgia
I turned 20 on Friday.
combat against the weight gain
and flab my mother always
It's strange to think that.
warned me about.
I've.been on earth for two
decades; that I've gone around
I'll miss high school - yeah
the sun 20 times. It's even
right, just kidding, but I'll Jilliis
hanging out with my high
·
stranger to know that I'm no
longer a teenager.
school buddies.
My boyfriend laughs at me,
Although one of them is
with me at UCF, the rest distelling me the difference
persed across Florida to attend
between 19 and 20 is only in
my head. That may be true,
JENNIFER LARINO different colleges. The times
Staff Writer
when we're aU together in one
but I know I'm leaving a lot
place are few and far between.
behind as I enter into my 20s.
I had early teenage dreams of being a
At 13, you're designated to an age
demographic that connotes images of
rock star. Corning to the realization that
the rock star life may not work out was
angst and pubescent change. A lot of
beyond ·disappointing.
stuff happens during those seven years.
I did find a second passion in jourMost people are proud to say they
nalism, but every day, when I pass. my
got through them alive and are more
guitar where it leans against the wall, I
than happy to leave them behind.
·
There's no doubt I have some of the almost feel guilty' for not playing. I
same feelings. But, because I'm always
should pick it up again.
I'll miss family road trips. With my
a bit nostalgic, I know I'm going to
brothers going off to prep school in
miss a few things about my teenage
years.
Connecticut and me not being able to
go home as often, those road trips are
I'll miss being a part of the kids'
Christmas list. Who doesn't like receivbecoming more rare.
I'll definitely miss summers without
ing presents from everyone in the famianything to do.
ly?
I wish I had appreciated that I had
Although my 23-year-old cousin has
snuck by for a few years, I think I'll own nothing to do instead .of claiming boredom every other second, but I can't go
up and join the big kids' list, which
means only one present from one fami- back.
I'll miss a lot. The more I think about
ly member.
Being able to eat a bowl of ice cream, it, the more things pile up inside my
mind.
five cookies and half a bag of tortilla
Luckily, I know there's also a lot to
chips without seeing any of the physical
look forward to, and I can't wait to see
consequences will be missed.
It's already starting - that inevitable what comes next.

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

"How will UCF perform
against No. S USF?"

RYAN HERRING

ADERIAN KIRK

CJ.STEEN

Accounting/Finance, Sophomore

Accounting, Junior

Business Management, Junior

"I think we'll hold our own and
make it good and become
ranked."

"If we play for 60 minutes we'll
win.If we play tough the whole
game we'll win."

Political Science, Freshm~n,.,

Sports and Fitness, Sophomore

"UCF is going to win 27-24 with
Kevin Smith scoring a touchdown
in the last two minutes."

"I think UCF is going to win by a
close game of 27-44.Were going
to shut up those Bulls in Tampa."
~

"I say we have a good chance of
pulling an upset because no one
believes in us, but I believe in us."

Health Science, Freshman

" Ithink that we're going to do
well because we've been doing
well, but USF has been beating
really good t~ms so were going
0
to have to play really hard to win."
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classijieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication
Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

Rate
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part·Tane
HelpWanted:Full-Tnne
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
ForRent:Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

(

(
(

B
B
B

A
A
B

~

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General .
For Salei Pets
Services
Announcements·
Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

B

A
A
B

A.
B
B
B
B

RateA

Rates

Rate(

$8

$}2

SS

$8

$18
$}2

First issue:
Each add.I issue:

• Pricing includes up to four line~, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

suldo l ku

3 1 I5
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
An Online Wholesale/distributing
company requires the services of
an onllne assistant to handle
billlngs,payments and the end
completion of transactions.The
Job Is onllne and you can work
from any part of the country.Contact d_kllgore@hotmall.com

Experienced childcare needed
for young toddler starting January
2008. Schedule 3 or 4 days per week,
6 to 7 hours. Looking for long term with
right person. Our home or yours in
Tuskawila I downtown Oviedo. Susan
(407) 435·2934.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
The Army is currently offering sizeable
bonuses of up to $40,000. In addition
to the cash bonuses, you may qualify
for up to $72,900 for college through
the Montgomery GI Bill and Army
College Fund. Or you could pay back
up to $65,000 of qualifying student
loans through the Army's Loan
Repayment Program. To find out
more, call 407-281-1274.

•·

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
Flyer distribution & pressure
washer people needed. Must
have transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359·5901

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net... email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

After-School Nanny Wanted MUST BE
trustworthy, reliable, great w/ kids, &
safe driver. Pay based on exp, ref.
req'd Nannywanted@venutek.com
Outback Steakhouse Lake
Underhill Now hiring line cooks.
exp.only Apply in person Mon·
Thurs. 1-3pm or call for an
appointment. 407-275-9440
UCF area! Dean and Aloma. Looking
for 20+ hour a week Nanny to help with
my 11 year old daughter. Easy job but
will need own transportation. Will need
you to pick her up from school M-F at
3:40. So will need fixed 3-6 M-F but can
pick up more hours before 3 or after
6. Very flexible. Interested in help with
running errands, light house work,
cooking dinner, grocery shopping,
helping with 6th grade homework. If
available, Wednesday nights and
weekends once in a while but not
required

~ BUSINESS

IIW OPPORTUNITIES
"Pay Off Your Student
Loans & Graduate Debt Free"
No Hype...No Lles.•. No Schemes
JUST RESULTS!
Part-time ...Full-Time... Anytime
lwbabb@embarqmail.com

Receptionist
Part time position - 4 hours Monday - Friday
Must be reliable, and
detail oriented.
Please apply onllne to
www.carleycorp.com •

HIRING
- NOW
Server Assistants
and Food Runners
Looking for personable
team players to learn how
to serve in a fine dining
atmosphere. Must be
reliable with a positive,
cooperative attitude. We
offer a competitive wage
a11d free employee meals.

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19·29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Wanted- Full Time/ Part Time
computer data entryENTRY level- understanding of HTML
and Front Page proficiency a MUSTbilly@ticketmomma.com or call 407729·1952

R.Ns/LPNs
CNAs/HHAs

INVESTOR
SEEKS TRAINEE
$5K ·$BK I PT
1-800-417-6360 x 3146
Serious, not curious. Self-starter.
Incredible results with drive and
enthusiasm
I'll coach you to success. Training
provided at No Cost.
Earn $4K/mo part time.
www.justlearnandearn.com
AVON Independent Sales Rep
Make your own sched., FT/PT, work
from home. Jaime Daniels: (888) 4AVON-411; JDaniels38@gmail.com
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Ta.kers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

Work in your neighborhood!

WE WORK WITH YOUR
CLASS SCHEDULE
Facflltles • Hospice • Private Duty

Top Pay I Daily Pay!

SeaWorld, Discovery Cove and Busch Gardens are seeking
Customer Service Representatives. Jf you are a high energy,
go-getter who would enjoy helping guests plan their vacations, our
Orlando Call Center could be the start of a whole new career for you.
You'll enjoy:

• $9.00/hour ($9.97 in as few as 3 months)
•Call Center Career Growth Potential
• Flexible Part-time Hours
•Paid Training
•Medical Benefits Available
Qualified applicants need to have at least one year of Call Cemer
or Customer Service experience and have the ability to work
a minimum of 24 hours, over 3 shifts. Weekend and evening
availability will be required.

Monday-Friday - 9am to Spm
Saturday - 9am to lpm
7007 Sea Harbor Drive
(407) 370-1562

--

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
4/2 Home for rent in Bonneville Pines:
$1395.00 per month.Close to UCFI
Call Nancy at Century 21-Manhattan
Realty: 321-266-7993

UCF Area 3/2 w/ Garage
Cute & Clean, app. included, Quiet
Neighborhood, Lg. Backyard,
$1175/mo. plus sec. dep.
407-765·9977 or 407-291-9111

EOEM/F/D/V

A..DYlrNT'UAt: •••IC

3 bed I 2 bath single famlly
home. Easy access to 417 &
408. Minutes from UCF and
Downtown. Great
location! $1400.00 Available
January 1stll I 954-295-3355
3/2.5 home in Winter Springs (Oak
Forest sub) available for rent! $1,300/mo. $1 ,000 sec.dep. 1,999 sqft, 2 car
gar, Jacuzzi, large fenced in
backyard. Approx 20 min to
UCF. Jonathan • jmyasko@hotmail.com -or- 865-228-1568
Beautiful 4 BR/2 bath home In
Waterford· Lakes with two rooms
available for rent. $500/month,
including everything. Please contact
Angela at 954-849-1699 for more
Information.

Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty ·
407·571-3659

Apply in person at our Staffing Center

~

Room for Rent Across From New
Stadium. Avail now. No deposit!
Call. 407-366-7474

4 j6
i 8

2BED/2BATH Lake View, 2nd Floor.
W/D, Cable & Water Included . ·
$875/mo. Call 321-297-6756!!!

·- -·-+-·-

2 !1

Luxary Condo For Rent - 3Br/2Ba
Granite Counter Tops Kitchen and
Baths, Hardwood Floors, new carpet,
new appliances, rent includes
swimming pool, internet, cable, fitness
center. 5 minutes from UCF. $1,300
per month (1st month Free if rented in
Oct 2007) 407-451 ·51 37
211 $595/month Across from UCF
Water Included. NO CREDIT CHECKS I
Call Ben@ 407-380·6000
Limited Time Offer

·e...,s:...
"'=----
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Place your ad in '.1nutesl
www.KnightNewspapers. i m/classifieds
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Fill in the grid so
that every row, ·
column and 3x3
box contains the
d igits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

1

1 7 14

Friday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

Unfurnished 10X10 Bdrm w/ Closet in
Fully Furnished 3bdrm 2bth Home. A
Must See and Pies Are Available
Through Email. $575/month includes
Water, .Electric, Internet, Cable TV,
Pest Control , & Lawn Care. For More
Info: (407)409-6206

lmil

© Puzzles by Pappocom

-+--ACROSS
1 Larger-than-life
5 Like guitars and
tennis racquets
11 49-ers' 6pointers
14 Pinta's sister
ship
15 Repair-shop car
16 Stir-fry pan
17 Unable to hear
18 A. D.
20 From various
sources
22 Famed L.A.
boulevard
23 Greek letter
24 ASPCA part
26 Lugs
27 Superlative
suffix
29 Cool !
.
31 Code of silence
34 City south of St.
Petersburg
40 Army chow
42 Snuggler
43 Edible snail
45 Unbroken
stretch
46 R-V hookup
47 Take to court
48 Moisten a tom
53 Former
California fort
55 MacDill AFB
site
59 Video-game
parlor
61 Arty
63 Run through the
mud
65 Oklahoma city
66 Slippery fish
67 Presser
68 M. Descartes
69 ETO
commander
70 Penetrates
71 Heavy Imbibers

ROOMMATES

1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home w/3 UCF females,
min. from campus. Lake, yard, internet
private room, priv 1/2 .bath. All incl.
$525. Details & photos:
www.wlakeshouse.com
Room for rent: Waterford lakes, quiet
area, F n/s only. Fully furn with priv
bath. Incl all util, cable TV, w/d ,
$600/mo 407-408·9211
Room for rent in 3/2 house near UCF.
$450/mo + 1/3 util. Male preferred.
W/D, storage and garage.
407·341-7150
EMPTY ROOM : 1/1 Share LR,
Kitchen, W/D in 212 Condo- NICE!
$500 mo. Must Lease!
Email: Topc9@hotmail.com
212 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms available!!! 550/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis new appl.
Call 954-294-4365
1 Female Roommate N/S Available
ASAP. $475 includes utilities. No pets
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330·3673
10 min. to UCF Large room with priv.
bath & extra storage $475/mo 10X8
$375. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982
Private 1/1 available in a 3/2 Apt. w/
family. Female only. Includes utilities.
$430 per month. Call 407-716-2782.
Lv. Message.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Roomate to Share a 212.5 Townhouse
1/4 mi. from UCF & Research Park
W/D, Water, Elec. & Cable included,
$550/Month Call 407-310-6583

212 Condo for rent $950/month, W/D
included, Ventura Country Club, $300
SD, Flexible Lease Call 407-913-9752
'

SeaWorld.

il a .

Private House -- Room for Rentl
Close to UCFNalencia, Private Bath.
$395/mo. Includes utilities.
One female roommate only!ll
Available Nowlll Call (561) 543-6685!!1

$850
BUILDER CLOSEOUT
NEW TOWNHOMES
Only $850/month to own a beautiful,
brand new 3 bed 2 bath townhome,
upgraded kitchen & baths, patio,
some units with 1 or 2 car garage, all
in gated communities with pool,
fitness, clubhouse. Move in
ready! Call 1-866·380-7301 enter
#2200.
www.OrlandoFreeHomelnfo.com

"

61

3B/2B (2 Masters) Available Aug 1st
Includes W/D and water. Located at
Ventura Golf Comm. 20 mins from
UCF. $990/mo. Call 321-297-6756

DOWN
Concluded
Fragment
Total
Lunchroom
Louver piece
Tennille and
Braxton

C> 2007 Trtbune Media Services, Inc.
A ll rights reserved.

7 Enmities
8 One in Toledo
9 Beatty and Kelly
1O Thin mortar .
11 Chubby
Checker's
dance
12 Largesse
recipient
13 Comic sketches
19 Alphabet trio
2i Pollux's twin
25 Star of "Misery"
28 Tastes with
bite
30 Woman's
garment
3i Mined mineral
32 KetUe and
Barker
33 & so on & so
forth
35 Clever
36 Long flags
37 Spanish cheer
38 Afternoon social
39 Noah's zoo
41 Buddhist sect

44 Rotary power
source
48 Stationed
49 Like a rainbow
50 Relative size
51 Get some rays
52 Singer Money

10/8/07

54 Nap taker
56 Actor Sal
57 House coat?
58 Llama land
60 Work for
62 That woman's
64 Destiny

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

USED BOOKSTORE

Rommate to share Beautiful 2/2
Condo avallable Nov.1- furnlshed,wood floors,cath.cellings,baicony,w/d,new appllances,-1/2 mile from
UCF,pool,gym.tennls courts-utlllties,cable lncluded.$650-Call Josh @813763-2056

Fiction & non-fiction; sci-Ii, mystery,
new age, comics, textbooks & more.
Cash for your textbooks, credit for
your books. VEDA'S BOOKS, 9442
E Colonial between Econ Trail & 417·
vedasbooks.com 407-380-5400

Spring Break 2008
Sell trips, earn cash, go free. Group
discounts available. Best deals
guaranteed! Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
FRENCH TUTORING
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and children.
Home teaching and translations. 5
miles from UCF. Call, leave msg
407·482-2343.

BEST BUY!I WONT LAST AT
$299,900 WATERFRONT! 3/2
1611SQFT REMODELED,FIREPLACE,COVERED/SCREENED
PATIO,WATERFRONTCANAL)
ACCESS TO LAKE IRMA BRING
YOUR BOAT! MINUTES FROM UCF
AND 417,DEAD END STREET.RE/MAX 200 REALTY PLEASE CALL
1-800-600-0083 PROPERTY ID#081

• #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7 night
trips to BahamaPartyCruise,
PanamaCity, Acapulco, Cancun and
more. Low prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+. Book 20 people, get 3
free trips l Campus reps needed.
www.StudentCity.com or 800·293-1445.

Single Family Home $215,000 3/212
5 min to UCF, scrn prch, , move In
ready, Call Erik at 321-662-1025
Realtor www.ucfareahomes.com

5 minutes to UCF
5 212 Condos available on all floors.
Appl incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. low condo
fees . Incl. water, basic cable, etc.
Starting at $129,900 Realty USA Inc.
407-721-8874

How

Like beauty products? You will love
AVON ! Buy or Sale Avon. Set your
own schedule and make easy money.
Call 407-951 ·2568 for more
information or for a catalog. Shop
online: www.youravon.com/jesseweston
Like beauty products? You will love
AVON! Buy or sale. Set your own
schedule and make easy money.
Call 407-951-2568 for more info or
for a brochure. Shop online: www.youravon.com/jesseweston
Place your ad in minutes!
Call 407-447·4555 or enter online at
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

KNIGHTRQ

places Classifieds in the
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Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $100, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230,
delivery available. 407-331-1941

for as low as $4 an issue!

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407·831-1322
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1350. Set-up available. 407-831-1322
I

www.KnighlNewspapen.com/classifieds

407-447-4555

Housekeeper and Cleaner.
Homes, Condo's and Offices.
Flexible schedule, reasonable prices
and references avallable. Call
407-590-2697 or 407-702-6525.
Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Contact 407-427·0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com
GUARANTEED DANCING - Parties,
Formals, Birthdays, Bars. DJ Rentals
Available too.Visit www.djcarl.com
Call/Text 407.538.3394

University Court, Suite 200
.

(Un;""1ty Bhd."' Rouoe Rd.)

407-447-4556

A16
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·COME SPEAK TO THE EXPERTS
INFORMATION SESSIONS

11 th ~

OR

13th~

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

Thursday

Saturday

Classes are offered at night, on weekends, and even online. It's a brilliant
way to advance your career without interrupting your life.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
LEADERSHIP
.MANAGEMENT
MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPY
MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
NURSING
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
SCHOOL GUIDANCE & COUNSELING
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY

(M.B.A., D.8.A.)
(A.A.,
M.S., Ed.S., Ed.O.)
(M.S., Ed.S., Ed.D.)
(M.S.)
(B.S.)
(M.S.)
(M.S.)
(RN.to BSN)
(M.M.S.)
(M.S.)
(M.S.)

e.s..

'"

,,,~

-::>

www.nova.edu/sec/orlando

.._,

..>

RSVP 407·264·5601
4850 Millenia Boulevard
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SOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY

Orlando

"''

Nova Soulheastem University admi1s S1udents ot any race, cdor and natioflality DI ethnic origin. Nova Southeastern University ~ accred~ed by the Corrmission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and ScllOOls (1866 Southern L!!ne, ll2catlr. Georgia J003l.4097. Telepmne number: 404.li19.4501) to award Associates. Bachelols, Masrers, Educalilnal Speciar!SI and lJoctoral D~

••

Steer Your Future Toward Success
• FIVE DYNAMIC CONCENTRATIONS

t,.

Entrepreneurship, Finance, International Business,
Marketing

Managem~nt,

• MBA LEVEL INTERNSHIPS
Students have interned with companies such as Walt Disney World
Corporation, Lockheed Martin, Seimens Power Generation, and
Merri 11 Lynch

•GLOBAL STUDY TRIPS

~,

Opportunities to study and work on valuable projects for leading
companies both internationally and domestically

•AND ... Curriculum designed to fit ALL
undergraduate majors

ROLLINS

MBA

CRUMMER GRADUATE SCllOOL OF BUSINESS

Begin charting your
own ·course today
by contacting
Linda Puritz at
Ipuritz@rollins.edu
qr ·800-866-2405,
ext.1.

'· .,

www.crummer.rollins.edu

I Florida's Most Prestigious MBA™

r1
')

